
 



 

This book was written by Elizabeth Cousins and was originally printed around 1980. Elizabeth was 

Head Teacher at Redburn Primary in Irvine with a passion for local history. Realising that very few 

local teachers knew anything about the history of the Montgomeries of Eglinton and the impact the 

family had both locally and nationally, she decided to write the story herself. The typewritten 

document was copied by the then Strathclyde Education Department and was made available for 

teaching purposes to all local schools and other interested parties. Even the present Earl himself 

received a copy.  

Elma, as she prefers to be called nowadays, had become friends with the Earl’s mother, the late 

Ursula, Countess of Eglinton, and together they worked on the story, hoping to be as accurate as 

possible. In an addendum, I have added a transcript of the Countess’s hand-written notes to the 

manuscript. 

Recently, a copy of the book was given to Kilwinning Heritage by Elma’s cousin and KH member 

Helen Matthews, who, knowing we’d already reproduced other out-of-print local publications, asked 

if we would be interested in republishing it and making it available again, this time to a wider 

audience. In this way, it would be easier to access one of the few printed histories of this family, 

whose influence over 900 years stretches far beyond the Parishes of Kilwinning and Irvine. Being a 

society charged with researching and preserving the history and heritage of the town and immediate 

area, we readily agreed. Helen herself had already contributed to the written history of Kilwinning by 

co-authoring the superbly researched “The Abbey Green In The 19th and 20th Centuries”, for the 

Kilwinning Heritage Series in 2012, so she was well placed to realise the value of a seldom-written 

history. 

Although reprinted in a modern typeface and on fewer pages, Elma’s original text and paragraph 

structure have been retained as far as possible. The pages containing family trees have been 

scanned and appear as they were in the original publication, frankly to save hours of work in 

reconstructing their complicated layout. Even Microsoft Word has its limits! In the original, two 

chapters were numbered 11. This apparent error has been rectified, and apart from an addendum of 

Countess Ursula’s notes, is virtually the only change between the two versions. 

These notes reveal one or two previously unpublished gems of information. One is the almost casual 

reference to some ceilings in the Castle being painted by a respected female Classical artist, Angelica 

Kauffman, and how their condition had been deteriorating long before the castle was abandoned in 

1925. The other is her less-than-flattering opinion of a French chef at the castle in 1863. Clearly, the 

man’s bad reputation had stayed long in family memories for her to be writing about him in 1980. 

We hope you enjoy reading the stories about this important and influential family in a refreshed 

form. Of particular interest to the casual reader will be the personal reminiscences in Chapter 13. 

How fascinating to hear a few first hand accounts of the experiences of those who had daily dealings 

with the running of a large country house and estate, our own local Downton Abbey. 

 

 

Andy Baird, Chair, Kilwinning Heritage.                                                                                                                          

November 2014. 
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PREFACE 

The idea to write this document was born at a meeting of a working party of teachers interested in 

promoting the use of local history in school. It seemed a good idea to have all the information we 

could collect about the Montgomerie family and Eglinton Estate in one volume which could be a 

resource book for teachers. There is also a set of coloured slides of Eglinton past and present which 

can be made available. 

If there are any inaccuracies, I apologise to the reader but I have tried to reproduce as faithfully as I 

can the information given me. 

I have had access to:  

 Memorials to the Montgomeries by Sir Wm. Fraser                                                                                                   

 The Knight and the Umbrella by Ian Anstruther                                                                                                                

 The Royal Burgh of Irvine by A.F. McJannet                                                                                                                             

 The Ancient History of the Mother Lodge by J.A. Ness 

In addition to those friends mentioned in Chapter XI who were kind enough to give their 

reminiscences, I am greatly indebted to the following for information and photographs:  

 The Rt. Hon. Ursula Countess of Eglinton and Winton                                                                                                              

 Mrs J. Mackie, Factor for the Montgomerie Estates                                                                                                                

 Mr H. Scoffin of Troon                                                                                                                                                            

 Mrs J Holmes, Primary Adviser                                                                                                                                                           

 Rev J. Taylor, Rector of Auchenharvie Academy                                                                                                                           

 Mr Wm. Agnew, Head Teacher of Ardeer Primary School                                                                                                         

 Robert Wilson & Sons, Eglinton Park                                                                                                                                         

 Mrs J. West, formerly of Kilwinning                                                                                                                                        

 Mr T. MacDonald, formerly of Kilwinning                                                                                                                             

 Mrs Hogarth and pupils of Largs Primary School                                                                                                                  

 Mr J. A. Ness of Kilwinning                                                                                                                                                             

 Mr Robin Waddell of Kilmarnock 

My thanks as due also to the ladies who did the typing and to the staff of Greenwood Teachers’ 

Centre for their help in copying photographs and in producing copies of this document. 

 

Elizabeth M. B. L. Cousins 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Norman Connection 1066-1160 

Among the Norman nobles who accompanied William the Conqueror to England was Roger de 

Montgomerie who afterwards became Earl of Shrewsbury and from this Earl the Scottish 

Montgomeries claim to be descended. Through the marriage of two of his ancestors with duchesses 

of Normandy, Roger was closely allied to William, to whom he rendered assistance in his wars with 

France and in the invasion of England in 1066. At his own charge he equipped some sixty vessels for 

the conveyance of troops that greatly contributed to the success of the invasion. He took no 

personal part in the invasion but remained in Normandy to look after the interests of William as 

governor. It was not until William’s second visit two years later that Roger accompanied him to 

England. 

From the Norman papers of the Conquest referred to by Charles Oman Esq. the following 

information about the battle order is of interest. 

 "The Duke himself, as was natural, took command in the centre, the wings fell respectively 

 to the Breton Count Alan Fergant and to Eustace of Boulogne; with the latter was 

 associated Roger de Montgomerie, a great Norman Baron ". 

On arrival in England he was rewarded for his services by William who gave him first the Castle of 

Arundel and the City of Chichester and later the Earldom of Shrewsbury. The Earldom and other 

possessions were of vast extent; according to the Domesday Book they included nearly the whole of 

Shropshire, and upwards of 150 manors in ten or twelve other counties. He built Shrewsbury Castle, 

demolishing some fifty houses to make room for it, showing as little regard for the inhabitants as his 

lord, William, did during the making of the New Forest. In a charter granted to the monastery of St. 

Evronet about the year 1083 he is referred to as "Roger, by the grace of God, Earl of Shrewsbury". 

Not satisfied with these great Saxon spoils and encouraged by William who allowed his followers to 

help themselves at the cost of others, the Earl attempted the invasion of Wales and gained the 

castle of Baldwyn in Powys, and the district which still bears the name of Montgomerie or 

Montgomery (from Powell's History of Wales in 1584). 

He made many grants to monasteries, but the chief Abbey founded by him was that of St. Peter in 

his own City of Shrewsbury in the year 1083 and to this abbey in 1094 the Earl, feeling his end was 

approaching, retired, devoutly assumed the habit of monk and died there on 27th July, 1094. He is 

buried between the two altars. 

His countess, Mabel, seems to have been a woman of great cruelty who was murdered by someone 

who suffered at her haul. One knight accused of being a party to her murder had to undergo the 

ordeal of the hot iron. He carried the red hot piece of iron in his hand without being burned and so 

proved his innocence. 

His second son was known to the Welsh as Hugh Goch, the red headed one, and in the wars of 

succession between Robert and William, sons of the Conqueror, he supported the cause of the 

former; Hugh was pardoned by William Rufus and on paying a fine of £3,000 to the King he was 

restored to royal favour. 
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Unfortunately he did not enjoy the title very long for, in July 1103 when Magnus, King of Norway, 

appeared on the Coast of Anglesey with his expedition against the Irish, Earl Hugh was very active in 

opposing the landing, actually riding into the water at the head of his retainers. He was killed by an 

arrow and, falling from his horse, was carried away by the rising tide. From a History of War in the 

Middle Ages by Charles Oman Esq. the following passage obviously relates to this incident. 

 "Readers of the Sagas will remember the marksmanship of Olaf Tryggevenson and his 

 henchmen Einar and the celebrated arrow shot with which King Magnus slew Earl Hugh the 

 Proud on Menai Strait." 

His body was recovered seventeen days later and brought to Shrewsbury Abbey where he was 

buried beside his father with great lamentation. He was the best of all the sons having gained great 

respect from his vassals. 

Dying unmarried he was succeeded by Robert, 3rd Earl who in the 10th year of William Rufus, paid 

to the King as a ‘relief’ for his earldoms the sum of £3,000 Sterling. The relief of an earl by the laws 

of William the Conqueror was as follows:- eight horses saddled and  bridled; four helmets and  coats 

of mail; shields, swords, chafers and a palfrey saddled and bridled. The large relief paid by Earl 

Robert shows the extent of his Earldoms. By the size of his vast estates in Normandy and England, he 

became a powerful and dangerous subject. King Henry seized the opportunity to crush him and laid 

siege to his castles. Robert surrendered on condition that he be allowed to depart to Normandy 

which he did, but soon began open war with his countrymen and the churches. Again in 1112 he set 

at defiance the authority of Henry, then Duke of Normandy: he was arrested and taken to Cherbourg 

and thence to the castle of Warham in Norfolk where he ended his days in prison. He had married 

Agnes, daughter of Guy, Count of Ponthieu and had a son to succeed him. 

Now we must return to the first Earl, Roger and his fourth son, Armulph de Montgomerie. He 

became Castellan or Earl of Pembroke. In 1091 he received the lands of Pembrokeshire from William 

Rufus and built the castles of Pembroke and Cardigan. It is from Armulph’s marriage to Princess 

Lafracoth, daughter of Murtach O'Brien, King of Munster that the Scottish Montgomeries claim their 

descent. 

Another son of the first Earl went on a Crusade but did not return. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A Foothold in Scotland 

David the First succeeded to the throne of Scotland in 1124 having spent many years of his youth at 

the English Court with his brother-in-law, Henry of England and the Saxon Normans. They were by 

no means wasted years as David showed by his knowledge and experience on his return. He had 

studied and was obviously impressed by both English and Norman law and method of government. 

The feudal system he foresaw would be useful in the ruling of Scotland. He could unite his country 

by means of enforced laws wisely dispensed, with a force of strength and unity to enforce the law. 

King David had also spent many years in that part of England known as Cumbria and had governed as 

Count or Prince in this country, his maternal uncle being Edgar Atheling, the brother of David’s 

mother, Queen Margaret. David himself married Matilda the daughter of Waltheof, Count of 

Northumberland, thereby acquiring great possessions in Cumbria by means of dowry, but held under 

fief of England during the reign of Henry I of England who was his brother-in-law. 

After his accession, he introduced the feudal system into Scotland and from then on the Normans 

were established in the country. David made many journeys into England to visit his brother-in-law 

and several years of peace ensued. The nation under his mild and beneficent rule made rapid 

progress in prosperity and civilisation. He appointed Walter Fitzalan, wise and strict in administration 

as Steward of the Barony of Renfrewshire and under his capable supervision, a new system of law 

and order was enforced. Owing fealty and homage to David, Walter appointed his reeves and law 

administrators with care. The tenants owed allegiance to Walter but they in turn were protected by 

their overlord. This put an end to roving bands of armed men and random pillaging of manors. The 

strength and quick justice of the Steward were soon felt and respected, possibly harsh and swift by 

our standards, but very effective. 

The Lord of each Barony could mete out punishment as hard and severe as the age - hands were 

hacked off for theft, fingers crushed for concealing stock, eyes and tongue removed for greater 

crimes and even manhood was not spared as part of the Norman code to the vanquished. It was 

indeed a tribute to Walter Fitzalan in the Barony of Renfrew that King David appointed him to the 

office of High Steward of Scotland. 

The blending of Norman and Saxon Norman in Scottish affairs is illustrated clearly by David’s 

invasion of England in support of his niece Queen Matlida in 1138. Supported by his Scottish Earls 

and Norman Lords he opposed the Queen's enemies at Northallerton to be defeated in what came 

to be known as the Battle of the Standard, as a result of which the Queen's cousin Stephen became 

King of England. It is recorded that before the fight commenced many Normans on both sides whose 

families were recognised by their Coats of Arms, exchanged greetings and requested news of their 

estates in Normandy - obviously chivalry at its best. Prior to the battle a parley was requested to 

offer conditions of peace to David, and the three knights from the opposing forces who rode forward 

to carry out this parley were Bernard de Balliol, de Bruce and Percy, nobles who held vast estates in 

both countries. When David rejected the proposals the nobles departed, renouncing their allegiance 

to the Scottish Crown although at a later date members of the Balliol and Bruce families were to 

figure largely in Scottish affairs.  
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There is evidence of a close connection between the family of the High Steward and the 

Montgomeries from a very early period. Both families had a Norman origin and both came to 

England with the Conqueror and obtained large territories from him in both England and Wales. As 

previously stated, Roger de Mundegumbri founded the Abbey of Shrewsbury as well as Wenlock 

Priory in Shropshire. Alan, the father of Walter gave to the former of these religious houses certain 

grants of land in Shropshire, while Isobel de Say, Lady of Clune and daughter-in-law of Alan was a 

great benefactor to Wenlock. 

When Walter Fitzalan emigrated to Scotland he was accompanied by Robert de Montgomerie who 

appears to have been the son of Arnulph the fourth son of the Earl of Shrewsbury. Unfortunately, 

owing to the destruction of the Montgomerie muniments in the 16th Century it is impossible to find 

direct evidence of the affiliation of Robert de Montgomerie. However, the connection that existed in 

England between the two families and their simultaneous arrival in this country, connected closely 

as ever, leads to the inference that Robert was of the family of the English Montgomeries and if so, 

could only have been the son of Arnulph, the children of Arnulph’s brothers being accounted for. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The Montgomeries of Eaglesham 

Robert de Montgomerie settled in Scotland and was witness to many charters of dates ranging from 

1163-1175 including the endowment charter of Walter the High Steward who founded Paisley 

Priory. 

King Malcolm 4th confirmed on 24th June 1157 to Walter Fitzalan the donation made by David I of 

the lands of Eaglesham, Innerwick and others, and soon afterwards Robert obtained from the High 

Steward a grant of the lands of Eaglesham. This is said to have been conferred on Robert by Walter 

as the dowry of his daughter Marjory who became the wife of Robert de Mundegumbri. 

Evidence regarding the life of Alan, second Laird of Eaglesham, is scanty but he is mentioned in a 

charter of certain lands in Innerwick granted to the Abbey of Melrose by his son John about the year 

1170. Alan also witnessed a charter to the Abbey of Paisley about the year 1177 and was a witness 

to a confirmation charter of Walter, his father, concerning certain gifts to the monks of Melrose 

prior to 1165. 

John de Montgomerie the third of Eaglesham was a witness to a confirmation charter of Bishop 

Joceline concerning four churches granted to the monastery of Paisley between 1175 and 1199. 

Sir Alan Montgomerie (Knight) fourth of Eaglesham was witness to charters of many lands granted to 

the monasteries, also to the charter of Malcolm Locard of six acres of land in ‘Symontoun of Kyil’ 

about 1210, and to the charter of Walter Fitzalan the High Steward concerning the ordination of the 

first Abbot of Paisley in 1220. He was also a witness to ‘Carta Wilelmi Walensis de terra per divisas’ 

(William Wallace) and to the confirmation charter of Edmundestun, all in the reign of Alexander the 

Second. 

Sir Robert fifth of Eaglesham and his brother John who succeeded him witnessed a charter of 

donation to the monks of Paisley by Walter the High Steward about the year 1234. He witnessed 

many charters with Walter the Steward to the monks of Kelso Abbey. Little else  is known of him. 

Apart from the running of the estates, little is known of Sir John sixth of Eaglesham and his forebears 

because of the loss of Montgomerie charters and records when the castle was destroyed by fire. For 

such information as we have, we are dependent on other charters to which they were witnesses. 

From other sources we have knowledge of his family. Two of his sons, Murthaw and Thomas, swore 

fealty to Edward 1 of England in 1296. His grand-daughter, Elizabeth More became Queen of 

Scotland. 

His son, Sir John de Montgomerie, seventh of Eaglesham, succeeded I his father about 1285. At this 

time the lands and Lordship of Eaglesham, Eastwood and indeed the whole of Renfrewshire were 

included in the County of Lanark. Hence we find him designated as "Del Compte de Lanark". 

It is now in the pages of written accounts of events that we begin it to feel the pulse of the times. No 

longer do we have to depend on signatures on charters. It is written in our history and part of the 

warp and weft that has made up the fabric of Scotland. 
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In the year 1290 the Maid of Norway died on passage to Scotland. This brought about a time of 

disastrous competition for the throne of Scotland between Bruce and Balliol. Sir John de 

Montgomerie was summoned by Edward I of England to meet at Norham Castle on the English side 

of the Tweed, to deliberate as to the succession to the Scottish Throne and the relative position of 

the two kingdoms. In 1296 Sir John and all the principal landowners in the country were obliged to 

swear fealty to Edward: but when Bruce asserted the independence of his country and his own right 

to the throne Sir John joined his standard. 

Sir Alexander, eighth of Eaglesham, was a. man of great ability and honour as is clear from the part 

he took in public matters and the often very difficult and delicate duties he was called on to 

perform. In 1358 he was one of the Scottish Commissioners at Berwick to negotiate the famous 

treaty for the release of King David II, then a captive in England. On the 24th October of the same 

year he and several other noblemen, prompted by a desire for military glory or perhaps a love of 

adventure, obtained letters giving permission to pass through England with armed retinues. The 

time of his return is not known, but the seems to have died about 1380. His son, Sir John de 

Montgomerie, ninth laird of Eaglesham, became the first of Eglinton and Ardrossan. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The Eglintons 1057-1377 

Elgin was Lord of Eglinton in the time of Malcolm Canmore who reigned from 1057-1093. His son 

and successor was Bryce de Eglinton who acquired certain lands from the community of the village 

of Irvine. 

His son and successor was Hugh de Eglinton whose son and heir, Rodolphus de Eglinton in the year 

1205 regranted to the community of the village of Irvine certain lands, which had been acquired 

from them by his grandfather, Bryce de Eglinton. 

Rodolph de Eglinton, Knight, is the next who appears, and was one of the Knights who swore fealty 

to King Edward I of England. The letter of homage is preserved in the Chapter House of Westminster 

with the seal of Rodolph appended. 

He was probably the father or grandfather of Sir Hugh de Eglinton, Knight, who between the years 

1358 and 1377 received from the Crown, charters of various lands, and was Justiciary of Lothian in 

1361. He married after October 1357 Egidia, the half sister of Robert II (the widow of Sir James 

Lindsay of Crawford). 

He is the ‘gude Schir Hew’ referred to by the poet Dunbar and by the Chronicler Wyntoun and was 

perhaps himself a poet. None of his work is known to be extant but he is accredited the author of 

some of the Arthurian Legends. 'The Gest of Arthure', 'The Gest of the Brute', 'The Adventures of Sir 

Gawyn' and  'The Pystyl of Sweet Susan'. Wyntoun says -  

 "It becomes all men to love Hucheon who was cunning in literature, curious in his style, 

 eloquent and subtile; and who clothed his composition in appropriate metre, so as always to 

 raise delyte and pleasure.”  

Sir Hugh de Eglinton died in 1377, the issue of his marriage being his only daughter, Elizabeth, who 

married Sir John Montgomerie, ninth laird of Eaglesham. He therefore became the first of the 

Eglinton of Montgomerie bloodline. 

By this marriage, Sir John Montgomerie obtained the Baronies and lands of Eglinton and Ardrossan 

and also the lands entailed in Ayrshire, Lanarkshire and Midlothian. He quartered the arms of 

Eglinton with his own and thus became the ancestor of the Earls of Eglinton.  

 

The Ardrossans of that Ilk 

This family possessed Ardrossan from a very early period. They are said to have been a branch of the 

ancient family of Barclay or Berkeley who acquired considerable landed property in Ayrshire. The 

first bearing the name to have come down to us in records is Arthur of Ardrossan who died in 1204. 

Several members of the family were involved in the Wars of Scottish Independence and swore fealty 

to Edward I. Fergus of Ardrossan received from Robert Bruce a charter of his lands of Ardrossan. He 

was probably the father of Godfrey, Lord of Ardrossan who witnessed several charters in the reign of 

David II. 
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No later male representative of the family has been traced and it is assumed that the Barony of 

Ardrossan came into the estates of the Eglinton family through a marriage.  

Ardrossan Castle stands on a hill in the modern town of Ardrossan. It was a place of great strength as 

appears from the ruins. It was inhabited in the time of Oliver Cromwell who caused it to be 

demolished. The materials were shipped to Ayr to aid in building the fortifications erected there by 

Cromwell. When Timothy Pont wrote his account of Cunninghame, Ardrossan Castle was entire, and  

he has left a vivid description of the place. 

 "This castell is verry strongly and veill bulte, having in it maney roumes, and a spring of frech 

 vatter wich makes it the more strong. In this castell there is a touer named the read touer 

 and in a vaults called Vallace Lardner, for this castell being in the possessions of the Englisch, 

 Vallace used this stratageme. He sett a houses hard by the castell a-fyre that thesse quho 

 keipt the castell not suspecting aney fraud, came out to the reskeu  of the housse quhome 

 they imagined by accident to have taken fyre. Bot Vallaoe vith a veill armed companey, gifs 

 them a very hote velcome, and kills them evrey mother’s sone, and furthwith forces the 

 castell and vins it. In this deep vaults in the bottome of the read touer flange he the 

 carcathes of these Englisch, vich to this day gave it the name of Vallace Lardner. There is one 

 thing to be admired in the fontaine of frech vatter vich is in a vaulte in this castell, for it, lyke 

 to the sea ebbs and flowes two severall tymes each 24 hours. The ressone is from the ebbing 

 and flouing of the salt sea vich envirrons the rocks quheron the castelli stands and at each 

 surge uith horrible repercussions regorges the frech vatter, not letting isseu from its spring, 

 and so makes the fontaine suell. This castell was for many ages possessed by the Barclays, 

 for in a charter of Sir Richard Moruell, Lord of Cunninghame etc. to the Monastery of 

 Kilwinning, Richardus de Barclay dominus de Ardrossan is a vittnes."  
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CHAPTER 5 

The Montgomeries of Eglinton 1380-1483 

The famous Battle of Otterburn, sometimes referred to as Chevy Chase, that was fought on the 19th 

August, 1388, must form part of the Montgomerie Tapestry. 

The mother of Sir John Montgomerie 1st of Eglinton was a Douglas and the battle was the outcome 

of an age-old feud between that border family and the Percy family of the North of England. 

Sir John Montgomerie and his youngest son, Hugh, joined forces with many Scottish knights and 

gentry in support of the Douglas cause. According to the number of men at arms, tilted knights, plus 

spearmen and bowmen of both sides, this was certainly more than a hunting party on the usual raid 

over the border merely to fill the larder. 

This was the period of our history when the true art of knightly chivalry was expected of all who 

were to bear arms, and the terms and time of the conflict were discussed prior to engagement on 

the field. It was agreed by both Percy and  Douglas that, rather than have the eventual deaths of so 

many of their followers, they would engage in personal combat to decide the issue of the day. An 

objection was raised by one of Percy’s followers however, a squire by name of Witherington, who 

stated he could not break his vow to Lord Percy by retaining his sword still sheathed when his Lord 

was engaged in combat; so knightly honour being satisfied, the battle was engaged on a lovely warm 

afternoon in border country. The story and ballads of this fight, told long afterwards, show that it 

was bloody and savage. The tales are tinged with sadness for, true to their agreement, Percy and 

Douglas engaged only each other, both to die in the event, and the loss of life on both sides was very 

great.  

No better description of the fight and its outcome can be found than in some lines taken from the 

ballad of 'Chevy Chase' attributed to one Rychard Sheale and to be found in The Book of Border 

Ballads by J. S. Moore. 

 They fought until they both did swat                                                                                                                            

 With swords of tempered steel                                                                                                                                                        

 Until the blood like drops of rain                                                                                                                                                                   

 They trickling down did feel.                                                                                                                                            

 Yielde thee Lord Percy, Douglas say’d                                                                                                                                      

 In faith I will thee bring                                                                                                                                                                

 Where thou shall high advanced be                                                                                                                                                                 

 By James our Scottish King. 

 Thy ransom I will freely give                                                                                                                                                                   

 And thus report of thee                                                                                                                                                  

 Thou art the most courageous knight                                                                                                                                                                     

 That ever I did see.                                                                                                                                                                      

 Noe, Douglas, quoth Erle Percy then                                                                                                                                      

 Thy proffer I do scorn                                                                                                                                                                         

 I will not yielde to any Scott                                                                                                                                                               

 That ever yet was born.  
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 With that there came an arrow keene                                                                                                                                               

 Out of an English bow                                                                                                                                                                        

 Which struck Erle Douglas to the harte                                                                                                                                                  

 A deep and deadly blow.                                                                                                                                                                  

 Then leaving liffe Erle Percy tooke                                                                                                                                                                                     

 The dead man by the hand                                                                                                                                                         

 And said Erle Douglas for thy liffe                                                                                                                                             

 Wold I had lost my land. 

 A knight among the Scotts there was                                                                                                                                                                   

 Which saw Erle Douglas dye                                                                                                                                                  

 Who straight in wrath did vow revenge                                                                                                                                                   

 Upon the Erle Percy.                                                                                                                                                                         

 Sir Hugh Montgomerye he was called                                                                                                                                                                          

 Who with a spere most bright                                                                                                                                                             

 Well mounted on a gallant steed                                                                                                                                                        

 Ran fiercely through the fight. 

 And past the English archers all                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 Without all dread or fear                                                                                                                                                                  

 And through Erle Percy’s body then                                                                                                                                                                                

 He thrust his fateful spear.                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 And thus did both these nobles die                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 Whose courage none could stain.                                                                                                                                                                               

 An English archer then perceived                                                                                                                                                

 The noble Erle was slain.                                                                                                                                                                 

 He had a bow bent in his hand                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 Made of a trusty tree.                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 An arrow of a cloth yard long                                                                                                                                                                                        

 Up to the head drew hex                                                                                                                                                  

 Against Sir Hugh Montgomerye                                                                                                                                                                      

 So right the shaft he sett.                                                                                                                                      

 The grey goose wing that was thereon                                                                                                                  

 In his hearts blood was wet                                                                                                                                                          

 And with Erle Douglas there was slain                                                                                                                                                                               

 Hugh Montgomerye, and                                                                                                                                                                      

 Sir Charles Murray, that from the field                                                                                                                                             

 One foot would never set. 

The Scots won the battle and afterwards the Scots burned Penrith and Alnwick and the English 

burned Dumfries. Sir John Montgomerie survived the battle and took the son of Percy as his hostage. 

This was Sir Henry Percy, known as Harry Hotspur. It is not known whether Hugh Montgomerie was 

buried with the Scottish dead on the field or brought home but it was a sad return for Sir John and 

his Lady. With the ransom he placed on young Hotspur, Sir John built the castle of Polnoon in 

Renfrewshire, the seat of the Montgomeries in this county. Even the site of this castle is not known 

today. 
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He was succeeded by his son, Sir John Montgomerie, 10th of Eaglesham and 2nd of Eglinton and  

Ardrossan who was a very worthy knight and a true King's man. On several occasions he was granted 

letters to safeguard his entry into England, to open negotiations for the release of the Earl of 

Douglas taken prisoner at the battle of Hamilton in 1402, and in 1408 Sir John was held hostage for 

the good conduct of Douglas and later released. He again went into England with a letter of safe 

conduct with William Lauder, the Bishop of Glasgow and other knights on 12th May 1423 to open 

negotiations for the release of James I who had been held in England for many years. Later he 

became hostage for King James with several other Scots of rank (his annual revenue being seven 

hundred marks during his periods as hostage). It was the custom to hold hostages in England until 

the ransom was paid. Some Scottish knights remained for such long periods that even after the 

ransom had been paid they did not return and settled down in England with their families. Sir John 

returned to Scotland in 1424 and received the honour of Knighthood at the Coronation of King 

James. 

His son Alexander was a man worthy of his forbears, showing great character and ability even for a 

youth and in 1425 was admitted by James I as a member of the Privy Council. He succeeded his 

father in 1429 and was one of the Commissioners sent to England to procure a truce in 1438 and  

1444. There is reference to the sum of £41 being taken out of the Customs of Edinburgh as part of 

his expenses in England for making the truce at Durham. He was one of the Scottish nobles who 

affixed his seal to the instrument passed by the Parliament held in Perth in 1445 against those lords 

who had rebelled against James II. He was made Lord Montgomerie in 1445 and received substantial 

rewards in the shape of valuable lands granted under charters of the Great Seal between 1430 and 

1453. He made further visits to England to procure a truce in 1459 and 1460. 

He was succeeded by his grandson Alexander 2nd Lord Montgomerie but little is known of him. By 

this time the family possessions were considerable and included Eglinton, Ardrossan with its castle, 

part of Arran, Rothesay, Eastwood, Cathcart and the original Eaglesham. This period might be said to 

be the end of the gloom of the Middle Ages and the beginning of the Renaissance. On the Continent, 

Art and Architecture, poetry and philosophy were being encouraged and were revitalising people’s 

ideas especially in Mediterranean countries. In Scotland in 1488 James IV succeeded his father and 

changed the climate of thought. He was interested in everything. Painting was not a dominant art in 

Scotland but the King was interested in architecture, music and poetry and particularly in good 

government. He liked to experiment and was able to speak several languages. It is told that he 

isolated a dumb woman with her children in order to find out what language the children would 

speak. They spoke Hebrew! No doubt an apocryphal story. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Flodden, Feuds and Fealty 

Hugh, 3rd Lord Montgomerie, was born about 1460 and appears to have succeeded his father about 

1483. He espoused the cause of the nobles of Scotland headed by the young prince in their quarrel 

with the unfortunate James III. It is known that at the Battle of Sauchieburn fought between the 

hostile parties on 11th June 1488, Lord Montgomerie appeared in arms in support of the Prince and 

his party, who were victorious on this occasion. 

The services rendered by Lord Montgomerie in this battle were duly acknowledged in a remission 

granted by King James IV in 1488 for spoiling and destroying the house of Turnlaw (Kerrilaw) in 

Stevenston, and for all other crimes and offences committed by Lord Montgomerie. This was the 

first serious overt act in the long standing feud between the Montgomerie and Cunningham families. 

Lord Montgomerie having supported James IV, occupied a high place in his favour and entered the 

parliament of the King held in Edinburgh in October 1488. He was chosen as commissioner to punish 

offenders and to put down the crimes of theft, robbery and murder in the districts of Kyle, Carrick, 

Ayr and  Cunninghame. For these and  other services he received grants of various lands from the 

crown. He became a member of the Privy Council and  was created Earl of Eglinton about 1506. 

In 1513, a dark page in our history was fought the Battle of Flodden, in which some of the oldest and 

best families of Scotland were wiped out and the cream of chivalry perished with their King, James 

IV. The King's body was never found, probably because James was renowned for casting off his 

armour and mark of degree on the field and fighting alongside his men. His untimely death left 

Scotland with a king of eighteen months. The Earl of Eglinton continued to show his loyalty to the 

crown and during the minority of James V took a prominent part in the management of public 

affairs. 

The Queen Dowager was constituted as Interim Regent of the Realm and the Earl was one of her 

counsellors, without whose advice she was restricted from transacting state business. He was also 

one of the tutors of the young king. In 1526 the Earl was appointed Justice General of the Northern 

Districts of Scotland until the King reached the age of twenty-five, and in 1528 he was one of the 

nobles appointed to meet King James V at Stirling when he made his escape from Douglas at 

Falkland Palace. In the influential position he occupied the Earl seems to have had the opportunity of 

acquiring many  lands and estates, adding to the territorial estates of his family. 

It may seem strange to us that the first Earl should be in the position of punishing offenders and 

putting down crimes of violence etc. when he himself and his family were very much involved in 

such incidents. He several times invaded the Burgh of Irvine and with his accomplices and servants 

put to death several of the inhabitants, not only upon the High Street but also in their own houses, 

and  thereby threw the whole town into such a panic that in 1529 the town council obtained letters 

of ‘lawburrows’ against them, whereby they were taken bound to keep the peace under heavy 

penalties. These and other incidents are described in the ‘Royal Burgh of Irvine' by A. F. McJannet. 

He also goes into some detail about the Montgomerie-Cunningham feud. A few paragraphs will 

suffice here. 
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 "The Office of Bailiary of Cunninghame which was conferred on the Earl’s grandfather 

 (Alexander, Master of Montgomerie) by James II in 1448 had always been a bone of 

 contention between the two houses of Eglinton and Glencairn. This grant was a confirmation 

 of earlier grants. In 1488 as already stated, the Castle of Kerelaw was burned by the 

 Montgomeries in retaliation for an invasion by the Cunninghames upon the Montgomerie 

 territory. There were many incidents of this kind. An effort was now made to clear up any 

 further misunderstanding by a meeting of the Earls of Angus, Argyle and Cassilis, also 

 attended by the Bishop of Moray. It was agreed and attested in 1509 that the Bailiary of 

 Cunninghame was the right of the Earl of Eglinton. The Glencairn family, dissatisfied with the 

 decision, still kept up the feud, and before long an opportunity presented itself to the 

 Master of Glencairn and his followers despite all attempts to reconcile the two families." 

 

The Castle of Eglinton was attacked and burned in 1528. It was more than the loss of a castle to the 

Eglintons because all the charters of the Mundegumbri and Eglinton family were destroyed, 

including the charters of the Ardrossans of Ardrossan. 

The loss was not made up for by a grant under the Great Seal in 1528 reciting the destruction by fire 

of all the family muniments. Because of the close association of the Earl with the Mother Kilwinning 

Masonic Lodge, all the charters and papers of the Lodge were also destroyed with the Earl's 

Charters. The records of the Kilwinning Lodge went back to the building of the Abbey in 1140. 
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His Lordship after a long and laborious life died in June 1545 and it is worthy of note that he lived in 

the lifetime of five Scottish Sovereigns, having been born in the last year of the reign of James II and 

dying in the third year of Queen Mary. 

By his testament dated at Eglinton 23rd September 1545, in which he leaves his soul to God, the 

Virgin Mary and the whole Court of Heaven, he constituted his heir to cause three priests to pray for 

his soul and the souls of those whom he had not satisfied for injuries done to them, and that during 

a period of five years after his death. Among the legacies contained in the will, the Earl bequeathed 

£5 to the friars Carmelites of Irvine for their prayers for one year, and £10 in alms to the poor 

begging on the morrow after his decease. 

Another insight into the practices of the times is indicated by the fact that in 1543 Letters of 

Legitimation were granted to Alexander, Michael, Robert and Hugh Montgomerie, natural sons of 

the Reverend Father in Christ, Bishop of Argyle, fifth son of the 1st Earl.  

John, Master of Eglinton 1480-1520, son and heir of the first Earl appears to have taken a 

conspicuous part in the family feud on his own account, as well as in the feuds of other families. On 

20th January 1506, he was accused of treason for the wounding of William Cunninghame who was 

the Coroner of Renfrew. 

The Cunninghames retaliated the following year wounding John Montgomerie and lives were lost on 

both sides. In 1520 in a street fight commonly known as ‘Clear the Causey’ in Edinburgh between the 

followers of the Earls of Angus and Arran, (John being on the side of the Earl of Arran), John 

Montgomerie was killed. 

The family feud continued into the next century causing the untimely deaths of several 

Montgomeries and  Cunninghames. 

Archibald, Master of Eglinton, and grandson of the 1st Earl died  unmarried before his grandfather. 

His brother Hugh became 2nd Earl of Eglinton. 

Before his accession to the Earldom on the death of his grandfather Hugh Montgomerie appears to 

have occupied positions of trust and responsibility. He was the Lord Montgomerie who was 

summoned with the Earl of Eglinton to meet King James V at Stirling on his escape from Falkland 

Palace. He was also one of the Justiciars of Scotland, one of the highest offices in the kingdom. He 

obtained from Pope Clement VII a dispensation dated 21st June permitting him and Mariota Seyton 

to marry, in spite of their being in the third degree of consanguinity. 

A commission was granted by the Dowager Queen Mary (James V having died) serving this Earl on 

the 3rd October 1545. Owing to the raging of the plague in several shires where the lands were 

situated, the commissioners were empowered to hold the courts for the service in the courtroom of 

Irvine. 

By his last will and testament, he directed that his body be buried in the choir of the monastery of 

Kilwinning. He died at Monkreddan near Kilwinning on 3rd September 1546. His son Hugh became 

3rd Earl. He was only sixteen and a grand uncle stepped in to take charge of affairs much to the 

annoyance of the boy’s mother. She gave in to the uncle, Sir Neil Montgomerie of Lainshaw but the 

following year he was murdered by Lord Boyd of Kilmarnock in Irvine and the Countess was taken to 

Edinburgh and charged with being a party to the murder. She was however, acquitted. 
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A few years before in 1542 James V had died leaving only an infant daughter, Mary Queen of Scots. 

The 3rd Earl was a staunch supporter of the young Queen. She of course was sent to France when 

she was six and returned when she was nineteen already a widow. The 3rd Earl was one of the 

Scottish nobles who went to France to act as her escort to Scotland. 

Before proceeding with the record of this occasion and of the return to Scotland of the young but 

tragic queen, mention must be made of another Montgomerie who had served in the French Court 

in the Scottish Guard, which was the personal bodyguard of the French King and owed its formation 

to the close association (The Auld Alliance) between France and Scotland. 

Some two years before Mary’s return to Scotland in 1559, a tournament was held by order of King 

Henry the Second. of France to mark the occasion of the marriage between Elizabeth the daughter 

of Henry to the Duke of Alba. It was attended by knights from all over Europe, each prepared to take 

the Code of Chivalry to its extreme. For the spectators it would be a breathtaking sight - the gay 

pennons of the lances, the coats of arms displayed on every pavilion, the silks and rare damasks of 

the ladies of the Court, the arms of all the old families of France and Spain, the jousting armour 

made by the finest craftsmen from Gothenburg to Milan, some carrying the family crest in blue and 

gold enamels upon the breastplate and the plumed helm, the ladies gaily dressed in the fashion of 

the day, each vying with her sister in silks and beauty, gold and jewels. 

One of the knights, the Captain of` the Scottish Guard was Gabriel Marquis de Montgomerie. The 

lists were almost at an end when the Count received the offer of a lance carried by the King's 

Marshall, and the invitation to engage the King on the jousting field.  

(NB - The Father of Gabriel de Montgomerie was Jacques de Montgomerie, the Comte de Lorges of 

the poem 'The Glove' by Robert Browning.) 

It appears that Montgomerie did not wish to engage the King in conflict, but King Henry, who was no 

mean fighter on horseback, insisted that they have a friendly bout. The heralds duly proclaimed the 

honours of each opponent and both cleared to the extreme ends of the lists and prepared for the 

charge, with lances in the approved manner lying athwart the saddle bow, shields facing the left to 

take the shock of the opponent’s lance. The highest marks in such a contest were awarded for 

scoring a hit on the helm of the opponent or dislodging it, these rules having been laid down about 

1050 by Geoffrie de Preulli. During this fateful but friendly encounter, the lance of Montgomerie 

splintered and a sliver of wood entered the visor of the King, pierced the eye and entered the brain. 

The King of France unfortunately died as a result of this incident at the age of 44. Before his death he 

absolved Montgomerie of any blame for the accident, nevertheless Queen Catherine had the Count 

thrown into prison. Although released, he lived like an outlaw for the rest of his life, and was 

eventually captured and put to death on the scaffold. The term ‘crestfallen’, still in use today, has its 

origin in the early jousts of yesteryear.  

The young Mary Queen of Scots attended this occasion with her husband who on the death of the 

King, his father, became King Francis. For this magnificent event they were provided with an elegant 

conveyance constructed to the specification of King Henry. In gold leaf upon the side of the carriage 

he caused the English Heraldic Coat of Arms to be quartered with the heraldic devices of Scotland 

and France and in Latin was the following inscription: 
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 The arms of Marie Queen Dauphine of France                                                                                                 

 The nobellest Lady in earth for till advance                                                                                                                                      

 Of Scotland, Queen of England also                                                                                                                           

 Of Ireland. also, God hath providet so. 

This was Henry’s way of threatening the Protestants in France and England of his future plans. 

Needless to say, the inscription did not escape the attention of Elizabeth of England who had it duly 

noted for future reference. 

As already stated, Mary returned to Scotland a widow in 1561. She had sent to Queen Elizabeth for a 

safe conduct through the English fleet and for leave to go into any English harbour in case of storm. 

If Elizabeth agreed to this, she gave contrary instructions to her commanders, for while Mary landed 

safely at Leith having escaped the English ships in the fog, the ship which carried her escort, 

including the 3rd Earl of Eglinton, was captured and taken into port. Since Mary was not on board it 

was eventually released and given a safe conduct back to Scotland. 

The Earl remained faithful to Mary in all her troubles. He had the honour of carrying the salt at the 

christening of her son who became James VI, but soon had to attend much less happy occasions. Her 

husband Lord Darnley was murdered and the Earl of Bothwell, who now wished to marry Mary, was 

accused of being implicated in the crime. The Earl of Eglinton was at the trial. Bothwell was declared 

not guilty and that evening gave a supper party to all the nobles present. During the supper, the 

house was surrounded by armed men, supporters of Bothwell, who produced a document giving him 

power to marry Mary and demanded that his guests sign it. In the confusion and uproar that ensued, 

Eglinton slipped out rather than sign and soon after joined other nobles at Stirling in an effort to plan 

to free the little prince from the power of Bothwell and Mary - now married. 

The effect of their measures led to the banishment of Bothwell and the imprisonment of Mary. 

Eglinton, however, thought the Queen was being treated too harshly and when she escaped from 

Loch Leven Castle he was among the followers who fought for her at the disastrous Battle of 

Langside. He was declared guilty of treason and imprisoned in Doune Castle in 1568, but was 

released after signing an agreement to be loyal to the young king, Mary having fled to England. 

Although in 1571, with the Earls of Argyle, Cassillis and other Lords of the Queen's supporters, he 

submitted to the King's authority and appeared once more in the Parliament held in Stirling in 

September of the same year, he was out of favour at court. He was one of those who disapproved of 

the King's favourites, the Duke of Lennox and the Earl of Arran, and had a part in what was called the 

Ruthven Plot. 

The King was hunting in Athol in Perthshire and was invited toRuthven Castle on his way back to 

Edinburgh. There he was alarmed to see so many people whom he did not expect but he was 

cornered and was forced to dispense with his two favourites. This was the end of the 3rd Earl's 

public career. 

He married twice, his first wife being Lady Jean Hamilton, daughter of the Regent Arran. This 

marriage was dissolved on account of consanguinity in 1562. At that time marriages were all 

arranged and this one, no doubt, was unhappy. 
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His second marriage was to Agnes, daughter of Sir John Drummond of Innerpeffrey, and her initials 

with the Earl's along with their Coats of Arms are to be found on the ceiling of the entrance to 

Seagate Castle. The 3rd Earl made this Castle the Renaissance mansion, the ruins of which we see 

today, although it had always been the town house of his forebears as well as a fortified building 

overlooking the approach to Irvine from the sea, the water in those days reaching almost to the 

castle walls. 

A plaque on the wall bears the legend  that Mary Queen of Scots was entertained there by Hugh, 3rd 

Earl of Eglinton together with her four Maries in the year 1563. Although she was his guest at 

Eglinton at that time and rode through Irvine on her way to the Monastery of St. John the Baptist at 

Ayr, there is no record of her having visited Seagate Castle. In any case, it is thought that its 

reconstruction was not completed until 1565. 

The Eglinton Crest above the Coat of Arms is derived from a legend that one of the ladies of the 

Castle greatly renowned for her beauty and  no doubt the cynosure of neighbouring eyes was wooed 

in vain by a Danish Prince. This lovelorn swain was not however to be denied and believing evidently 

that all things are fair in love as well as in war, kidnapped the maiden under cover of the friendly 

night and at once put out to sea. The lady, finding an opportunity for revenge while her abductor 

was drunk, stabbed him, cut off his head and ordered the crew to put back to the harbour at 

Seagate. From this romantic incident, the family is said to have adopted as crest to their coat of 

arms; a lady holding in one hand an anchor and in the other a bloody head. This can be seen on the 

wall of Eglinton Castle and also above the entrance to the Eglinton Arms Hotel. 
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The 3rd Earl seems to have inherited some of the characteristics of his great-grandfather, the 1st 

Earl. Not only was he prominent at court like his great-grandfather but he also came into conflict 

with the people of Irvine. By virtue of his position as bailie of Cunninghame and as representing the 

Crown, he apparently thought he had a legal right to uplift the customs and duties of the Irvine Fair, 

Irvine being the caput of Cunninghame. In 1557 the burgh, being a royal burgh, complained to the 

Dowager Queen Mary, Regent for her daughter, Mary Queen of Scots, claiming that no lord could 

take part in the proclaiming of its fair and accused the Earl with a great company  of evil-advised 

friends of not only impeding the holding of the fair but also at the time of the fair, of wounding 

several of the burgesses. The Queen issued letters whereby the Earl, under the penalty of a 

thousand pounds, and his accomplices in lesser sums, were to keep the peace. Years later the 

dispute between the Earl as Bailie of Cunninghame and the magistrates as to their respective powers 

of administering justice was brought before the lords of council for decision. At length on 10th 

February 1572, a contract of agreement was entered into. The magistrates’ right was admitted to 

extend over the freedom of the burgh, burgh roods and commonty; while the Earl as bailie of the 

barony was to "keep the heid fair of the burgh, holden on the 15th of August yearly past memour of 

man".  

That is to say the Earl was entitled to hold a court after the fair for the trial and punishment of such 

crimes and offences as had been committed in the fair, and to uplift such customs including the 

custom on ale, at the fair as he had done formerly. The feuds and slaughterings prevailing at this 

annual gathering at this period appear to have been the principal reason why the Earl, as Bailie of 

Cunninghame should keep the fair. 

The 3rd Earl died in 1585, the same year as Mary Queen of Scots was beheaded in Fotheringay 

Castle. 

The next Earl (the 4th) was twenty-two when his father died. He had been married when he was 

fourteen, but his wife who would be about the same age, died after a few years, leaving a young 

son. He married again, this time Helen Kennedy. He was a young man said to be of great promise but 

unfortunately enjoyed his earldom for only ten months before becoming another victim of the 

Montgomerie-Cunninghame feud. Being of a friendly disposition he became friendly with David  
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Cunningham of Robertland  near Stewarton. This was against the advice of his father and in spite of 

the family feud. David Cunningham was accepted into the family life of the young earl and knew all 

his movements, and this for a period of about two years.  

On a spring day in 1586 when the Earl with a few retainers on horseback was crossing the river 

Annick after having lunched at Lainshaw, the house of another member of the family near 

Stewarton, they saw riding towards them David Cunningham at the head of about fifty armed 

horsemen. Eglinton’s followers fled, but the young earl went forward unsuspecting to his death. The 

Cunninghames included John Cunninghame, possibly of Montgreenan, John Cunninghame of 

Clonbeith, Alexander Cunninghame of Corsehill and many others of the same name. The shot was 

fired by John Cunninghame of Clonbeith, a son of the Abbot of Kilwinning and a brother of the Earl 

of Glencairn.  

The Cunninghames had been advised by a pre-arranged signal of the presence of Eglinton at 

Lainshaw by the hanging of a white cloth over the battlements. This is attributed to the Laird's wife 

who, before her marriage, was Margaret Cunninghame of Aiket, although other reports say it was a 

servant of the Cunninghame faction. Whatever the truth may have been, it was obvious that the 

crime had been planned for quite some time by the Cunninghame family. 

Vengeance was swift, because the Earl's brother, Robert of Giffen, gathered the clan together and 

raided Robertland. The history of the Montgomeries makes no further comment than that the 

murder was honourably avenged. Other sources tell us that the Laird of Lainshaw was shot in his 

own house, his lady forced into hiding and eventually escaping to Ireland. Clonbeith was tracked 

down in Hamilton and was hacked to pieces on the spot. The Earl of Glencairn denied all knowledge 

of any pre-determined plan to commit the murder and took no action on behalf of his relatives. The 

King asked for those responsible and still alive to be brought to trial but they fled to Denmark and  

when they returned later, all was forgotten. 

After the murder, the new Earl was an infant. James VI took a great interest in this child and later 

tried to arrange a marriage between him and a far out cousin of his own, a lady called Gabriella 

Stewart. The lady however, would not consent and preferred to become a nun. 

Robert Montgomerie of Giffen who had three daughters was determined that one of them would 

marry the head of the family, so he prepared a marriage contract which allowed for Margaret, his 

heiress, to marry the young earl and failing Margaret then Agnes, and failing Agnes then Isobel. This 

was not uncommon, and a similar contract had been arranged in 1438 when it was decided that 

Margaret Montgomerie or her sisters Elizabeth or Agnes would marry Lord Darnley. 

This seems absurd to us now but these marriages achieved what they were meant to achieve. There 

were many younger sbns or daughters who were given parts of the estate as their portion and if, in a 

later generation, a marriage could bring these lands back into the estate so much the better, it was 

thought. The young people on the whole seem to have been amenable. The Fifth Earl did marry his 

cousin Margaret but the union proved most unhappy and ended in divorce. 

According to A. F. McJannet in the ‘Royal Burgh of Irvine’, there was in 1588, one Robert, Master of 

Eglinton, who was appointed commissioner in Cunninghame to carry out the Privy Council's orders 

to have all subjects put in arms in preparation for the possible invasion by the Spaniards if Scotland 

had a visit from the Armada. 
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From the information available, he could have been Robert Montgomerie of Giffen and may have 

used the title Master of Eglinton during the minority of his nephew, when he would be temporarily 

head of the family. 

Before the end of the 16th Century, the Reformation was firmly established in Scotland. The 

inhabitants of Irvine and Cunninghame generally, were ardently on the side of the Reformers even in 

1550, and in 1562 the Third Earl of Eglinton, the Earl of Glencairn and Lord Boyd, with eighty eight 

other noblemen and gentry of Kyle, Carrick and Cunninghame, subscribed their names at Ayr to a 

bond for the maintenance of the protestant religion. 

The 5th Earl was in especial favour with James VI and obtained a grant of all the lands and titles that 

had belonged to the dissolved Abbey of Kilwinning, together with the patronage of sixteen parish 

churches, for all of which he had a charter granted under the Great Seal on 5th January 1603. 

Hugh, 5th Earl, died leaving no male heir after 450 years of an unbroken line of Montgomeries by 

male issue. Before he died however, he obtained a Crown Charter in 1611 to name a successor in the 

female line. His aunt, Lady Margaret Montgomerie who had married the First Earl of Wintoun and  

by him had three sons. By this charter the eldest of these, Sir Alexander Seton of Foulstruther took 

the name and arms of Montgomerie of Eglinton with all the estates and privileges. So the 6th Earl 

was Sir Alexander Montgomerie, Earl of Eglinton. 

During the lifetime of the 5th Earl there occurred a number of incidents which were caused by the 

still smouldering fires of the Montgomerie-Cunninghame feud. In 1609, however, the feud came to 

an end. On the afternoon of 16th March, the Montgomeries and the Cunninghames were at length 

brought separately into the council room of the Privy Council and both having declared that they 

were willing to forgive one another, they were then again brought in, and "choppit handes togidder 

in taiken of a constant friendship". At long last, wiser counsels had prevailed. The office of bailie of 

Cunninghame continued to be held by the Eglinton family until the abolition of all hereditary 

jurisdictions in 1747 when Alexander, 10th Earl received £2,000 as compensation for the regality of 

Cunninghame. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Royalists, Covenanters and ‘All's well that ends well’ 1609-1670 

The 6th Earl was in France when he was sent for to come to Scotland to make arrangements in 

connection with his succession to the Earldom which took effect from the death of the 5th Earl in 

1612. 

Although James VI and I thought well of Alexander Montgomerie, 6th Earl, he disputed his right to 

use the title. In 1615 he demanded that he renounce it and all that went with it. Soon afterwards, 

however, a new charter was drawn up and the titles and privileges were conferred on Alexander, 

again by the King. From letters which the King sent to Lord Benning, the Secretary for Scotland, in 

this connection, it would seem that the King took exception to Alexander assuming the title without 

his permission and knowledge. He took this opportunity to teach the Earl and the others that even 

though he was recognised as heir by the Montgomerie family, such titles, rights and privileges were 

the gracious and free gift of the King, he being "the only author and fountain of all dignity in the 

dominion". 

The 6th Earl seems to have been quite a favourite with the King who came to stay at the Earl's 

Glasgow house. He was a man very handy with a sword and nicknamed 'Greysteel'. It is known that 

James VI wore padded clothes because he feared assassination, and he may have thought that 

Greysteel would be better as a friend than as an enemy. 

Although the family feud with the Cunninghames was over, the 6th Earl's mother, Countess of 

Winton, may not have been too sure that her son would keep out of trouble. In a letter dated 13th 

April, 1615, she wrote:- 

 "There are too many to yoke men to trouble, but not half so careful or foreseeing how they 

 shall rid them out of it again. The mother of mischief is no more (as the proverb goeth) than 

 a midge wing." 

Further insight into the character and personality of the Earl and the times in which he lived is 

provided by the following information taken from the Royal Burgh of Irvine by A. F. McJannet. 

Church censures were said to be very severe in Scotland and it was said that only the poor suffered 

by them "for a piece of money will save a man here from the stool of repentance as much as in 

England". This, however, is not quite accurate, for the story is told of Alexander the 6th Earl, in his 

later years, doing penance for fornication. He sat on the repentance stool in church for three 

successive Sundays. On the fourth Lord’s Day he again sat there. Seeing this, the minister called the 

Earl to come down for his penance was over. "It may be so" said the Earl, "but I shall always sit here 

for the future, because it is the best seat in the kirk, and I do not see a better man to take it from 

me." So much for the humility expected to be engendered by the penance. 

Scotland was badly off for properly made roads for many centuries. In 1619 the 6th Earl’s coach and 

horses had to be accompanied by six of his most able tenants who helped the coach out of all 

dangers on the road from Eglinton to Glasgow. The highways for another hundred years were tracks 

of mire in wet weather and marshes in winter, till the frost made them sheets of ice covered with 

drifted snow. When rain fell, flat ground became lakes with islands of stone and sloping ground  
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provided waterfalls. In the towns the centre of the streets were paved with cobblestones providing 

anarrow passage for horses and sledges. This was called the crown of the causeway and was so 

raised to let the rainwater runoff into the gutters.  

The evening of the Wednesday following the third Monday in August has, from time immemorial, 

been celebrated as the beginning of the festival still known as Marymass. (Feast of St. Mary). The 

horse races traditionally associated with the fair were described in 1636 as taking place partly within 

the bounds of Alexander 6th Earl of Eglinton, and partly within the bounds of the burgh. A silver cup 

was presented to the winner by the Earl and the burgh. 

In that year, because of the publicity the event received, many more spectators than usual attended, 

and horses from far and wide participated in the races. Money prizes were also provided from 

subscriptions given by country noblemen, barons, gentlemen, owners of the runners and others. 

King James VI of Scotland was now in London having succeeded Queen Elizabeth as James I of 

England in 1603. Among the Montgomerie papers are several letters from both James I and his son 

Charles I. One letter from James gives permission to the Earl to hunt and kill all sorts of fowls and to 

hunt hares giving them fair play, not hunting them with greyhounds. The letter is addressed to "Our 

right trustie and well loved cousin". (A Montgomerie lady married one of the forebears of Lord 

Darnley, King James' father.) 

As Earl of Eglinton, he attended the funeral of King James who was buried in Westminster Abbey on 

May 7th, 1625, and carried the spurs at the Coronation of Charles I and the sword of State at the 

opening of Parliament in Edinburgh 1633. On 7th September 1641, he became a member of the 

Privy Council. Charles believed in the Divine Right of Kings and thought he should have absolute 

power, not requiring to be bound by any conditions laid down by Parliament. This dispute between 

King and Parliament resulted in the English Civil War and ended in the defeat of the King followed by 

his execution in 1649. 

Charles I disagreed with the Scots about the form of worship adopted by the Church in Scotland. He 

wished to abolish Presbyterianism and introduce Episcopacy or church government by Bishops. The 

Scots as a whole refused to comply and men , both common and gentry, signed the National 

Covenant to uphold the Presbyterian form of worship. The 6th Earl and members of his family were 

among this number and took part in the "Bishops' War" in the North of England on the side of the 

Covenanters. 

In 1641 the Earl and his son Sir Alexander, a colonel, were sent with troops to Ireland to help to 

suppress the terrible Irish Rebellion and protect the Scottish settlers who had, fortunately for them, 

escaped the fate of their English counterparts. 

On his return from Ireland, King and Parliament were avowedly at war, and the Scots Covenanters 

were on the side of Parliament. The Earl, having become sick of the King's arrogance and double 

dealing, also supported Parliament, and with one of his sons, Robert, fought with the Scots army at 

Marston Moor. 

It has been stated that Hugh, Lord. Montgomerie, son and heir of the Earl was an ardent loyalist and 

fought for the King at Marston Moor. This must be incorrect because for months previously he was 

in frequent communication with the commanders of the English army and for some time afterwards  
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was in continued communication with them and the leaders of the Covenanters. This is shown by 

the letters that passed between them. Although on the side of the Covenanters, Lord Montgomerie 

seems to have had some scruples about the Covenant itself. This he admitted in a letter to his father. 

Whether or not these were overcome we cannot tell, but he seems to have been suspected even by 

his relatives of inconsistency. His ambiguous conduct may be accounted for by his close association 

with his brother-in-law, the first Duke of Hamilton, who in 1648 divided the Covenanters on the 

issue of raising forces for the relief of Charles I, then a prisoner of the English army. Lord 

Montgomerie joined with his brother-in-law on this occasion, and later he had to acknowledge in 

church the sinfulness and unlawfulness of the engagement and undergo many trials of his 

repentance before the church was satisfied. 

Although the Montgomeries fought against the King, like most Scots they were appalled at the 

sentence of death, and when the Scots Parliament invited Charles II to return from France the 6th 

Earl was one of the first to welcome him, soon afterward being appointed Captain of the King’s 

Horse Guards. Charles was received everywhere with great enthusiasm. Unfortunately, dissensions 

broke out among the Covenanters, and these were largely responsible for the failure of Charles II's 

campaign. While raising troops in Dunbartonshire in 1650 the Earl was surprised by a party of 

Cromwell's horse, carried prisoner first to Hull and afterwards to Berwick where he remained a 

prisoner till the Restoration of Charles II in 1660. In the same year (1650) Robert, his youngest son, 

was taken prisoner at the Battle of Worcester where he was General Major of the horse under 

Charles II. He was severely wounded and imprisoned in Edinburgh Castle. Lord Montgomerie left the 

field after the battle with the King but was later taken prisoner, although Charles managed to make 

his escape to France. General Montgomerie escaped from Edinburgh Castle in 1658, went to France 

and returned with Charles II in 1660. Letters show that his father and eldest brother, still prisoners, 

seem to have suffered on account of Robert having made his escape from Edinburgh Castle. 

At the Restoration, the Earl was released and his estates restored to him. He did not enjoy them long 

however, since he died at Eglinton Castle on 14th January 1661 aged 73. 

The private and domestic life of the 6th Earl may be gathered from letters. He was a most 

affectionate husband, a kind parent and a warm-hearted friend. His son, Alexander, died unmarried 

but did have a daughter.  

In one of his letters the Earl wrote:- 

 "I desire yow to send west with this beirar my  sones Sir Alexanders dochter, whom I have 

 directed to have a care of hir, and zee shall give hir mother six dollors. I have directed the 

 beirar to take short jurneyis that she may be keeped warm. Caus buy ane pund of razines to 

 give her by the way. Also cans buy  ane pair of rucht mittines, and caus mak ane pair of 

 pleyding hois to keep hir warm, with ans  pair of schoes gif neid beis." 

In another letter he exhibits the same kind concern for the bairns of a friend as for his own. 

He was often short of money. The large sums which he had paid to secure his right to the Earldom  

coupled with his expenses in the Civil War, created burdens which encumbered himself and his 

successors for many years. He paid Lady Margaret Montgomerie, widow of the 5th Earl but a  
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Montgomerie heiress in her own right, in return for the inheritance, £54,000 Scots and the Civil War 

cost him nearly 50,000 merks. Two prayers are attributed to him:- ‘God send us some money for they 

are little thought of that want it,' and 'God keep ill geer out of my  hands, for if my hands once get it, 

my  heart will never part with it'. Although sometimes called in derision the 'pious Eglintoun', the 

Earl was no doubt a man of great religious feeling. In a letter to the General Assembly of the Church 

of Scotland he refers to "the faithful warning and upstearing quhilk I receaved both in publict and 

private from my  ministers". He may have been thinking of his public repentance in church. His 

ministers in Irvine and Kilwinning were Mr David Dickson and Mr Robert Baillie, the latter also having 

been a tutor to his sons, becoming later the Principal of Glasgow College. 

The Earl’s four sons Hugh, Henry, Alexander and Robert attended Glasgow University, the first three 

finishing their education on the Continent. All four adopted military careers and took part in Civil 

Wars as did the other brother James. Alexander and Henry died within a few months of one another 

in 1642 and 1643 and of the five, Robert was the most distinguished soldier. Hugh, 7th Earl of 

Eglinton was 48 years of age when he succeeded his father. During his childhood, he lived much at 

Seton with his grandmother, Margaret, Dowager Countess of Hinton and his cousins, the young 

Setons with whom he seems to have received his early education. In family correspondence he is 

described as 'ane good scoller’ and ‘bussie leirning everie day'. It was evidently at his invitation that 

his tutor in Glasgow, Robert Baillie, became minister in Kilwinning. They were great friends although 

in years to follow, the course pursued by Lord Montgomerie in reference to matters of church and 

state did not always please the rigid Covenanter, who did not hesitate to make his feelings known. 

There is still preserved a memorandum of the "plenishing sent with the bairnes to Glasgow" 

(University). The clothes of Lord Montgomerie were as follows:-  

 “One stand of satin clothes, one pair of silk stockings, one pair of garters and rosses with  

 gold and silver perling, one red and yellow feather, one scarlet cloak and wupe, two red 

 frieze waistcoats, one gilt sword and serff, two pairs of velvet pantaloons with silver lace, 

 one stand scarlet clothes, one castor felt hat, one common felt hat and two gold hat 

 bands.”  

His brothers were similarly kitted out, although Alexander is recorded as having 'sex pairs of wovin 

worset stokings'. 

As Earl, Hugh was to become interested in wool manufacture but for a very different reason. There is 

a long series of old Scots laws dealing with 'vagabonds'. Their object was threefold:- 

a) to suppress crime.                                                                                                                                                               

b) to make the able-bodied, but idle, work.                                                                                                                                            

c) to relieve the really poor and helpless by allowing them to beg in their own parishes and by 

providing direct relief. 

When Hugh, Lord Montgomerie became Earl, Charles II was restored to the throne. He gave to the 

7th Earl the Citadel of Ayr (The Fort), Cromwell's old fortification, (which the Earl named 

Montgomerieston) in recompense for the losses his family had sustained in the Royalist cause after 

the execution of Charles I. It was turned into a wool factory and the Privy Council passed a special 

Act in his favour in 1662 allowing him a monopoly of the vagrants of Galloway, Ayr and Renfrew as a  
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labour supply. By this Act, Lord Eglinton and his partners could apprehend both able-bodied beggars 

and the unemployed and compel them to work within the factory for meat and clothing only. 

Confirmed vagabonds had to stay for fifteen years reckoning from their 16th year of age, and the 

unemployed for five years. The parishes from which these people came had to pay £6 Scots monthly 

during the period of their service. The wool mill began with a staff composed partially at least of 

enslaved beggars. The magistrates of Irvine sent him two in the first year, paying for their keep as 

required. Two years after starting business, these work people had such a bad name for their vicious 

and disorderly behaviour that the Archbishop of Glasgow requested the Earl to exert his authority to 

effect an improvement. The factory enjoyed but a short existence and the citadel, after being 

occupied by various trading interests, was sold in 1687 to the Provost of Ayr and others who turned 

it into a brewery. 

In the beginning of the year 1665 the Government of King Charles II issued orders that all arms in the 

western shires of Scotland should be searched for and taken from the inhabitants. The Earl of 

Eglinton had to execute this disagreeable task within the shire of Renfrew, bailiary of Cunninghame 

and regalitie of Kilwinning, which he did with considerable reluctance. 

The 7th Earl married twice, first to Lady Ann Hamilton, daughter of James second Marquis of 

Hamilton in 1631. He was then only 18 years of age. A daughter was born in 1632 and her mother 

died in the same year. He married, secondly, Lady Mary Leslie, daughter of John, 6th Earl of Rothes 

in 1635. Lord Rothes gave his daughter a dowry of 25,000 merks Scots. In a letter approving the 

match he says that he shall give beyond his small power and more than ever he intended to have 

done to any, both for respect of Lord Eglinton (6th Earl) and for the good disposition of Lord 

Montgomerie. They had two sons and five daughters. The first succeeded his father and the second, 

Hon. Francis Montgomerie of Giffen, became a member of the Scottish Parliament, later a member 

of the Parliament of Great Britain after the Union. He was a Privy Councillor and one of the Lords of 

the Treasury to King William and to Queen Anne. 

The 7th Earl of Eglinton died in 1669 having been Earl for eight years. 

In 1667 his son, Lord Montgomerie, succeeded in freeing the burgh of Irvine from the imposition of 

having dragoons quartered in the town. The cost was £2,500 a year and drained the civic purse. In 

gratitude, the burgh made him a present of 500 merks augmented by the sum of £50 sterling. 

Before continuing the story of the Montgomeries of Eglinton, it is worth recounting a curious series 

of events which began during, or at the end of, the Civil War and came to a happy conclusion 

sometime during the reign of Charles II. 

The head of the Shropshire side of the family being an ardent Royalist was put in prison. His wife had 

died and he arranged to send his only child, a little girl of four or five years of age, to his relatives in 

Scotland for safety. She was in the charge of a Captain Seymour, who had a few horsemen as a 

bodyguard, and also a priest who had the little girl in front of him in the saddle. On this side of the 

border they were accosted by some troopers led by a man by the name of Beatson. Seymour and his 

followers were all killed but the priest managed to ride off out of the melee, followed by two 

Beatsons, who were cousins. One, Robert, overtook the priest and speared him in the back. The 

priest fell and with him the little girl, covered in blood. Beatson thought she was wounded and  was  
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about to finish her off when the priest screamed. Beatson turned to the priest and asked, "What the 

deil’s the matter wi' you man?", an unfair question you may think in the circumstances. The priest 

said something in a foreign tongue not understood by Beatson so, to solve the problem, he out off 

the priest's head. The cousin arrived on the scene and the two men fought for the little girl, probably 

attracted by a jewelled crucifix she was wearing. Robert Beatson was killed and John, knowing that 

the wrath of the clan would descend on him for the murder, thought it best to disappear after he 

had taken the child to his wife. 

A follower of Lord Liddesdale came upon the body of the dead priest on which he found a letter 

from the child's father to Sir James Montgomerie in Ayrshire. The imprisoned royalist was sending 

his daughter Mary to Scotland for safety with her dead mother's jewels and as much money in gold 

as he could lay his hands on. This letter ultimately reached Sir James Montgomerie. 

John Beatson was caught and hanged for his cousin's murder. In addition to the crucifix, which was 

of gold set with rubies, and could not be removed from the little girl’s neck, Mrs Beatson found the 

other jewellery and gold coins among the child's clothes. Afraid to stay in her own house, she took 

the child to the village she had originally come from, where she was given accommodation by a 

widow, Mrs Clark. 

Sir James Montgomerie knows that Mary is in Scotland but not where she is, and Mrs Beatson, now 

known as Mrs Melville, has Mary but does not know who she is. Mary could only say her name was 

Mary Gumley. She became known to Lady Langley who lived nearby and  she, seeing that the child 

was of different stock from her guardian, offered to have Mary educated along with her own son of 

about the same age, feeling very much the lady bountiful. She had been told that Mary was Mrs 

Melville's daughter by a nobleman.  

Mary grew up into a beautiful girl, and when George, son of Lady Langley, began to show too much 

interest in her, his mother decided that Mary would become a nun. By telling Mary she was to be 

the companion to the Countess of Traquair at Traquair House, she persuaded her to leave. Mary set 

off in charge of a chaplain and a male servant. They were all captured by gypsies who quarrelled 

over which of them would have Mary, but as they could not agree, they chivalrously let the party go, 

Mary still wearing the gold crucifix set with rubies. 

Their stay at Traquair House was quite short, but not too short for Lord John Stewart, son and heir of 

the Earl of Traquair to fall in love with her. This was not at all popular with the Earl and Countess, so 

Mary was hurried on her way to a nunnery in France via Edinburgh and Leith. In Edinburgh, however, 

she disappeared and soon young Traquair and George Maxwell, Lady Langley’s son and her former 

school fellow, were searching all the city for her. She was found by chance with her foster mother, 

Christine Melville, who had followed her to Edinburgh. 

This time there was no question of her going into a nunnery. She had two suitors for her hand. She 

chose the less exalted George Maxwell, but he had to fight a duel for her with young Traquair. They 

fought where Rankeillor Street now stands and neither was killed although George was wounded. 

George and Mary were married and Sir James Montgomerie, hearing of the affair, was able to 

identify mary as his long-lost relative. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Susanna, Countess of Eglinton 1670-1780 

Alexander 8th Earl of Eglinton succeeded his father being a very young man. He was born about the 

year 1640, succeeded to the title in 1669. Although he was Earl for thirty years there is less 

preserved of his personal history than that of any of the preceding Earls. This is accounted for by his 

having given over the estates to his eldest son on the occasion of the latter's marriage in 1676. 

Having married for his second and third wives English ladies, he resided with them in England. 

Previous to this, he appears to have taken an interest in Scottish Affairs, and when in England was 

not without influence. 

In 1687 before the revolution and during the ascendancy of the prelatic party in Scotland, he had 

sufficient influence to procure a licence for a Presbyterian minister to hold a meetinghouse in 

Kilwinning to which gentry and others from surrounding parishes resorted for the baptism of their 

children. He supported the Revolution of 1688 and in May 1689 was sworn one of the Lords of the 

Privy Council to King William. In the same year he commanded a party of horse which, with foot 

soldiers, went north hoping to engage Lord Dundee who supported James II.  

His first marriage was to Lady Elizabeth Crichton, daughter of Lord Dumfries who had no money. This 

marriage was very unpopular since he could have married the Countess of Buccleuch who had plenty 

of money. They had three sons and two daughters, but were not happy and for some years prior to 

the Countess's death, lived apart.  

He married secondly Grace Popley from Yorkshire, already a widow but she seems to have died 

within the year. 

His third bride was another Yorkshire lady, Catherine, Lady Kaye who had already been married 

three times and was 90 years old when she became Countess of Eglinton in 1698, the Earl being 58. 

She died in 1700, the Earl a year later.  

The 9th Earl had managed the estates very successfully for twenty five years before he succeeded to 

the title. He also took a great interest in public affairs and held many important offices of state both 

before and after his accession to the Earldom. During the Jacobite rising of 1715, he supported the 

government and the House of Hanover and in this connection raised the regiment The Ayrshire 

Fencibles. In that service he met the Earls of Glasgow and Kilmarnock and others on 22nd August 

1715. 'There appeared on the common of Irvine 6000 effective men well armed and  in good order 

with their proper officers who all made a handsome appearance, and expressed a great deal of zeal 

and loyalty for His Majesty King George’. 

By his good management he cleared the estates of heavy debts and added greatly to their extent by 

purchasing the estates of Dundonald, Kilmaurs, Glassford and Southannan.  

He was married three times and had seventeen children, first to Lady Margaret Cochrane, 

granddaughter of the Earl of Dundonald. The three sons of this marriage died young. His second 

Countess was Lady Anne Gordon, daughter of the Earl of Aberdeen who died leaving of surviving 

family - one daughter - Lady Mary, a celebrated beauty. In 1709 the Earl married Susanna daughter 

of Sir Archibald Kennedy of Culzean and by her had three sons and eight daughters. The Countess  
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Susanna was acknowledged to be the most beautiful woman of her time. She was unusually tall with 

perfect figure and carriage and a face of exquisite beauty. She was also very clever and 

accomplished. Her portrait hangs in Culzean Castle. She was never without admirers and these were 

increased greatly on her introduction to Edinburgh society about the time of the Union of 

Parliaments in 1702. She had long been considered by her friends and attendants destined to marry 

the Earl of Eglinton because a hawk bearing his name had once alighted on her shoulder.  

Because of the disparity in their ages and the fact that the Earl was already married, this seemed 

unlikely. One day when visiting at Culzean, the Earl met Susanna, and the story goes that when he 

heard her father say he would soon be looking for a husband for her, the Earl said, "Bide a wee, my 

wife's sick"! When he did ask her to marry him, she did not immediately accept, but eventually he 

won the prize in spite of numerous rivals. 

The Earl was disappointed when the first child was a girl, but five or six other girls were to be born 

before they had a son in 1718. He died when he was six years old and his father recorded his death 

in the family Bible thus - 

 “My dear son James who was born on the 19th April 1718 was removed out of this vain and  

 transitory world (I trust God) to those mansions of glory which he has prepared for those 

 who love and fear Him upon Wensday 26th August 1724, a day which I resolve to keep as a 

 day of humiliation and I pray God I may by His grace be enabled to keep it aright and that He 

 out of His infinite mercy may avert future judgements my and my predecessors sins so 

 justly deserve.” 

Other two sons were born to them. 

Lord Eglinton died in February 1729 after 20 years of marriage. 

Those were the days when the country was poor, when the streets of Irvine had many vagrants who 

lived on the good nature and credulity of its inhabitants, when there was no parochial relief, 

insurance scheme, or old age pension, all of which are now provided by Social Security. Between 

nine hundred and one thousand beggars, many of whom came over from Ireland, assembled at the 

funeral of the 9th Earl and had 50 pounds of that nobleman’s charity distributed to them. Gifts to 

beggars were a regular item in the expenses of well to do people at that time.  

Susanna who was at that time 40 years of age, lived for another 51 years, always remaining the 

centre of her large family. 

Her step daughter Lady Mary married, after her father's death, Sir David Cunningham of Milncraig 

and Livingstone. The Countess was very displeased about this and in reply to a letter from Lady Mary 

asking her advice, says that since Lady Mary has seen fit to go against her wishes, she finds it difficult 

to advise her, and certainly cannot welcome her and her husband to Eglinton. Perhaps the Countess 

felt this was not a suitable match for an Earl’s daughter. Lady Mary however was well pleased with 

the gentleman. She says in a letter to Lady Milton, a close family friend - 

 'I wish that everybody that marrys for riches and grandeur may be as happie as I think I am. I 

 want nothing to compleat it but to be in the good graces of my relations which I would 

 gladly hope that time may bring about.' 
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We are not told whether or not her hope was realised. Of several children, a daughter married the 

brother of the Marquis of Bute and a son, Sir William Augustus Cunningham, became a member of 

Parliament. Lady Margaret, one of the Countess’s own family, married Sir Alexander MacDonald of 

MacDonald and made her home in Skye. According to the 10th Earl, her brother Sir Alexander, was a 

gentleman of fine family and estate. They had three sons, all of whom distinguished themselves in 

public life.  

In 1745 Sir Alexander wrote to his brother-in-law James Moray of Abercairney, husband of Christian 

Montgomerie,  

 ‘When shall our tongues and pens be let loose? Mine are both frozen.' 

Presumably he was referring to the discretion which had to be maintained during the time of the ‘45 

Rebellion. He was on the side of the government but Lady Margaret was unexpectedly asked to help 

the Prince in his escape. When Flora MacDonald assisted Prince Charles in his escape after Culloden, 

they landed near Monkstadt, the seat of Sir Alexander MacDonald in Skye. Sir Alexander was not at 

home but Flora confided in Lady Margaret. Much alarmed for the Prince’s safety since several 

government officers were in her house, she passed on the secret to her husband’s factor MacDonald 

of Kingsburgh, who with Flora, assisted the Prince in his flight. As is well known Prince Charles 

Edward Stuart evaded capture by being disguised as a female servant, although attracting sufficient 

attention to be called a 'lang leggit lass’. 

The Countess Susanna was very interested in literature. This was thought by her contemporaries to 

be rather odd. Fifty years later, it would have been more fashionable. Samuel Boyse dictated a 

volume of poems to her. Allan Ramsay dedicated to her "The Gentle Shepherd" and in doing so 

refers to her ‘penetration, superior wit and sound judgement . . . . accompanied with the diviner 

charms of goodness and equality of mind'. He denies any suggestion of flattery and ends with, 

 “Your ladyship justly claims our admiration and profoundest respect: for whilst you are 

 possessed of every outward charm in the most perfect degree, the never fading beauties of 

 wisdom and piety, which adorn your ladyship's mind, command devotion.”  

William Hamilton of Bangour also eulogised both the Countess and her daughters. 

She was quite old when Dr Johnson, accompanied by Boswell, called on her at Old Auchans Castle, 

Dundonald. Dr Johnson was quite fascinated and wrote of her after the visit, 

 "Her figure is majestic, her manner high bred, her reading extensive and her conversation 

 elegant. She has been the admiration of the gay circles of life." 

She was just as impressed by her guest and embraced him as she bade him good-bye, a mark of 

respect and affection which made a deep and lasting impression on the great man. 

Her son the 10th Earl was only 6 years old when he succeeded but she always addressed him as Lord 

Eglinton and her family had to call her 'Your Ladyship'. Every day her son took her formally into 

dinner. The entertainments which she gave on special occasions were magnificent and it is said they 

were seldom or never equalled in any private mansion. She charmed everyone she met and yet she 

could be very practical and was not unconcerned about local affairs. In a letter to Lord Milton she 

says, 
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 “Our good town of Irvine looks towards your Lordship for deliverance. They want to know if 

 it is needful to draw up a new petition to Parliament, the magistracy being changed.” 

She must have been conscious of her attractions, she once said to her daughter Lady Bettie, 

 “What would you give to be as pretty as I am?”  

Lady Bettie, whose wit certainly matched her mother's at this point replied, 

 “Not half as much as you would give to be as young as I am.” 

She drank goat's milk and recommended it to others but whether for health or beauty is not known. 

She was certainly eccentric. At Old Auchans she tamed and made pets of rats. A number of them 

became sufficiently tame to be obedient to her commands. At stated hours she tapped on a certain 

panel and a dozen or so would come to be fed. 

She was intensely interested in her family, especially her eldest son. She worried about his 

education. When she wrote to Lord Milton asking his advice, she said, 

 "My future happiness depends on his being a man of worth. All I can pretend to do is to 

 preserve the goodness of his nature by keeping his mind pure and untainted and giving him 

 just ideas of moral life." 

Lord Milton was guardian to her family after her husband’s death and to him she confided her 

worries, not only about them, but also about her personal affairs. In another letter she says, 

 “I have been thinking of some method to keep up my present funds and have at last fixed 

 upon that of a brewery at Ayr. Everybody thinks that it may arise to a considerable sum but 

 as I have not the money to build proper houses for so great a work, I fear that it will stop, 

 but in this as in everything else, I submit entirely to your judgement.” 

The brewery however went on and seems to have prospered. 

Her two little boys had smallpox and one had scarlet fever. Her young daughter Charlotte lost the 

use of her limbs and died suddenly of fever. Her daughter Eleanor was constantly ill. She took her to 

Bath for a cure, which was of no avail, and another daughter, Susanna, got scurvy. 

All her daughters except Charlotte lived to marry and have children but she outlived them all. Her 

greatest blow was when her eldest son the 10th Earl was murdered at Ardrossan by a poacher, 

Mungo Campbell. She never quite recovered from the sight of him carried in dying to Eglinton Castle, 

although she lived for another eleven years. She wrote in a letter, 

 “I shall endeavour to bear my suffering with as little trouble to my fellow creatures as 

 possible.” 

She died at Auchans House on 18th March 1780, being 91 years of age. She preserved her stateliness 

of mien, symmetry of figure and brilliant complexion to the last. These features in some measure 

descended to her family and the phrase ‘the Eglinton aire’ was used in Edinburgh to signify all that 

was stately, noble and dignified. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Mr Montgomerie; The General; Sodger Hugh; The Tournament Earl  

1729-1861 

Alexander 10th Earl of Eglinton was only six years old when his father died. The 9th Earl had left a 

long letter for his son to read when he was about fourteen years of age and to be read weekly 

thereafter. It says, 

 “. . . that you remember your creator in the days of your youth and that you early acquaint 

 yourself with asking direction from Him, reading the scriptures carefully in order to observe 

 and follow what is there commanded. I shall ever wish you to live according to your quality; 

 but remember we are but stewards of the good things of this life God is pleased to bestow 

 upon us, and that He will require an account of how we have employed the honours and 

 riches he has given us; for we receive not these to gratify our lusts or ambition, but to give 

 us greater opportunity of being serviceable to Him, our country and our friends.” 

He reminded him to honour his mother, to beware of flatterers and gamblers. He advised him not to 

marry an Englishwoman who would be likely to spend his money as well as her own. He must have 

foreseen that another Jacobite Rebellion was a possibility and suggests that, in order not to be 

involved in any such conflict, he should live abstractly at home managing his own affairs and avoid 

the life of the Court.  

The young Earl and his brother Archibald were educated at the Grammar School in Irvine and later at 

Haddington. The Earl continued his studies at Winchester. At 19 years of age, the Earl went to Paris 

with a tutor and learned dancing, riding and fencing. His tutor was worried about the money he was 

spending especially on antiques - 'already £100 and God knows how far it will go'. In order to give 

the various members of his large family their rightful share, the 9th Earl had to leave the estate in 

debt but hoped his son would manage the estate in such a way as to overcome this. His youthful 

extravagance suggests that he was in no hurry to fulfil his father’s hopes. At the same time he was 

known to be honourable and upright, generous, affectionate and warm-hearted. 

He does not seem to have become involved in the troubles of the ‘45 but at a later date certainly did 

not avoid public life. In 1759 he was appointed Governor of Dumbarton Castle and on the accession 

of George III in 1760 was appointed one of the Lords of the Bedchamber, which office he held for 

seven years. 

It was due to his exertions that a clause in the Scottish Bank Act, which enabled the banks to delay 

payment of their notes for six months after demand, was abolished. He took his place in the House 

of Lords although would have preferred to be a member of the House of Commons and to this end  

actually took advice on how to be rid of his peerage. Since he was advised against this, he made the 

best use of the opportunities afforded him in the House of Lords. 

He paid as great attention to local matters as to his own private interests. Under the act for 

abolishing heritable jurisdictions passed in 1748, the Earl received for relinquishing the Sherriffship 

of Renfrewshire £5000, for the regality of Cunninghame £2000, and for the Bailiary of Kilwinning 

£800. He spent much time and money in the improvement of his own estates, and by his example 

contributed much to the improvement of agriculture in Ayrshire. 
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There were hardly any practicable roads in the county and few ditches and fences on the farms. In 

general the land was overrun with weeds and rushes and drainage was poor. The farmhouses were 

mere hovels having an open hearth in the middle, the dunghill at the door, the cattle starving and 

the people wretched. The earl's lands like those of his neighbours were mismanaged; his tenants 

ignorant, insolent and prejudiced; but he was not discouraged. He superintended the management 

and improvements himself introducing, wherever he could, methods of farming used in other parts 

of Britain. He also settled on his farms men of active habits and enlightened minds who had been 

bred to farming and agriculture. He paid attention to the planting and laying out of his grounds, his 

extensive farm at Eglinton being improved to the highest degree. He demolished the village of 

Eaglesham as it then was and rebuilt it in its present form. He instituted an agricultural Society in 

Ayrshire over which he presided for many years. On the eve of a duel with a Mr Bathurst, the Earl 

wrote a letter to his brother Colonel Montgomerie giving instructions in case he should be killed. The 

last injunction is, 

  “Don't neglect horse-howing if you love Scotland.” 

Horse-howing refers to the cleaning of turnips by means of scrapers drawn by horses, instead of 

hand hoeing or weeding which had been previously the only practicable way of doing the job. The 

earl survived the duel, if it ever took place, but his promising career was cut short in 1769 by an 

exciseman. 

Mungo Campbell, described as an exciseman officer at Ardrossan, was born at Ayr in 1712 and was 

said to be one of twenty four children. His father was at one time Provost of Ayr, but meeting with 

heavy losses in business, he left his family little provided for at his death. 

Mungo was taken in charge in infancy by his godfather Cornet Campbell, and on growing up, enlisted 

in the Scots Greys, going with them to Dettingen in Germany. He was discharged from the forces in 

1744. 

Through the patronage of the Earl of Loudon, whom Mungo had accompanied in a humble capacity 

to the Highlands, he received a commission as an excise officer after returning to Scotland. 

Although highly esteemed for his military experience as well as his gentle descent, and being fond of 

the gun, he had a sort of roving disposition to ramble over many properties in that part of Ayrshire, 

where he lived. 

There was one estate in which he was prohibited to wander – that was Eglinton Estate and any other 

property of Lord Eglinton. The Earl had come across him at Parkhead after shooting, and only let him 

off with a stern warning, incited thereto, it was said, by one of the castle servants named Bartlemore 

who had been detected by Campbell, assisting in the smuggling inland of a quantity of rum. 

On the 24th October 1769 Lord Eglinton left the castle by carriage at 9 o’clock in the morning to visit 

his property in and around Ardrossan. He was accompanied by Robert Cummell or Campbell (who 

tells us the story), Andrew Wilson, Fiscal of Beith, John Foulis, factor, and a Major Ralston. They had 

travelled down by the Bloom and Ardeer and by the auld ruins in Ardeer Planting – where in time 

gone by, peem poms (Jews Harps) were made at Pipers' Heugh. Cummell continues, 
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 "The swish o' the waves falling on the shore cam up to us on the morning air wi' the fresh 

 swell o' the sea, and the scent o' wild thyme frae the saun hills."  

On the same morning about 10 o'clock in the forenoon, Mungo Campbell, carrying a gun and 

accompanied by a tide waiter named Brown set out from Saltcoats to walk to Montfode bank by a 

common road, leading through the Eglinton grounds, the primary object of the journey being, it was 

alleged later for Campbell, the detection of smugglers either at Montfode or Castlecraigs. 

They were returning by the sands, and within the flood mark, when the Earl passed them in his 

carriage on the Largs-Saltcoats road. Knowing they had been poaching over his grounds, his Lordship 

left the carriage, mounted a horse, and accompanied by some of his servants, rode up to Campbell 

charging him with faithlessness, after having promised to refrain from poaching in future. He also 

asked him to surrender his gun. 

Campbell refused, declaring with an oath that he would rather part with his life. The Earl though 

unarmed, tried to circle round and close in on Campbell, who followed every movement of his 

Lordship, and slightly stooping, kept the gun closely and firmly by his side, always pointing in the 

direction of the Earl. 

The Earl, exasperated and like to be beaten, sent one of his servants Robin Cummell to the carriage 

for a gun saying, 

  "Is this how you abuse my lenience? Hand me that gun, sir, instantly!" 

 But Campbell, dour and bardy, said, 

 "No Lord Eglinton, I'll no gie ye the gun! If I hae dune anything wrang, ye can hae the law on 

 me, but the gun's my ain, and by God I' rather gie ye my  life first!" 

 His Lordship then lowpet aff his horse and ran furrit to close wi'  him but Campbell taking 

 weezy wi' his gun, backed gradually to the sea and  cried, 

 "Hands aff my Lord or" - wi' anither aith - "I'll kill ye deed!" 

 "O! I can shoot too", said his Lordship. 

Campbell retreated a few steps, yet still looking full at the Earl. He stumbled over a stone and fell. 

Pulling himself together, he aimed directly at his Lordship, pulled the trigger and lodged the charge 

in the Earl's left side. 

Campbell then rushed on the servant, who had reached them with his Lordship's gun unloaded, 

seized it from him and took aim in a general way as if intent on more mischief. After some rough 

usage which the Earl tried to moderate, Campbell was secured and conveyed to Irvine Prison, then 

to Ayr, and finally under strong guard to Edinburgh to be tried before the High Court. 

The Earl told Campbell he would not have shot him, and certainly he could not have intended it, 

since he had left the gun in the carriage and even when it was brought to him it was unloaded.  

Finding himself mortally wounded, Lord Eglinton rested a few minutes on a stone by the shore, and 

then desired to be conveyed to his carriage, that his Castle might be reached as soon as possible.  
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The party arrived at the castle shortly after 2 o’clock. Although four skilful physicians were waiting 

for him, the wound was in the bowel and it was found that an effort to save him would be fruitless. 

He employed the few remaining hours of his life in giving orders and written directions about his 

affairs to his relations, friends and servants. He died about midnight, twelve hours after the incident.   

The trial of Campbell seems to have been unduly delayed but eventually it took place, and he was 

sentenced to be hanged in the Grass Market (Edinburgh) on Wednesday 11th April. Campbell 

committed suicide in prison the day after his trial. His body was buried privately under Salisbury 

Crags. The Edinburgh rabble discovered the grave, took the body and tossed it about. To prevent 

further indecency, Campbell's friends caused the body to be buried at sea. 

At the time of his death, the 10th Earl was engaged to be married to Jane, daughter of Sir John 

Maxwell of Pollock-Maxwell, widow of James Montgomerie of Lainshaw.  

Having no house on his estates of Eaglesham and Eastwood, the Earl made the mansion house of 

Pollock-Maxwell his home when visiting his Renfrewshire estates. Sir John Maxwell told that on the 

day which the Earl was shot a servant at Pollock thought he saw his Lordship walking up the stair to 

the room usually occupied by him. He had announced to the family that the Earl had arrived. He was 

not to be found in the house and the family presumed that he had gone out immediately after and 

ridden to Eaglesham or Eastwood, which he frequently did, without announcing his arrival, if he 

were pressed for time. Dinner was prepared for him but he did not arrive. The Pollock family learned 

next day that the Earl had been shot at Ardrossan at the time that the servant had supposed he had 

seen him in the house. 

One of the many properties in Kilwinning belonging to the Montgomeries was the Baronial 

Courthouse. It was situated opposite the Old Abbey Green, close to the Abbey grounds. It was in the 

Courthouse that all the 17th and early 18th Cent trials were held. During 1970 this old property was 

demolished and at the back was unearthed a large whinstone which seemed to be part of an arch or 

tombstone. On it are inscribed the initials ‘MM’ and the date 1769, the year of the Earl’s death. 

The Earl was a Master Mason of the Mother Lodge. His mother wished him to be known as Master 

Montgomerie and he himself liked to be addressed as Mr Montgomerie. Since the stone was found 

on property which belonged to the family at the time of his death, it is very probable that the stone 

was a memorial to him, and may have come from the churchyard nearby, his remains having been 

placed in the family vault within the Auld Kirk. 

His brother Archibald became 11th Earl. Although his childhood coughs caused his mother anxiety 

and he had scarlet fever, and along with his brother, smallpox, he lived until he was seventy-three. 

Although his education followed a similar pattern to that of his brother, he was not such a good 

scholar. A soldier's life was more to his taste and he entered the army in 1744. After several 

commissions he raised the 78th regiment of the Highlanders and was appointed their Lieutenant 

Colonel in 1757. He accompanied them to America, served with them under General Amherst in the 

Seven Years War, saw much severe fighting and distinguished himself. On one occasion especially he 

was commended by his commander. He had been put in command of an expedition against the 

Cherokees, a powerful Indian tribe, who had been committing dreadful havoc amongst the British 

Colonists. It was chiefly due to his skill and energy that the Indians were reduced to obedience and 

the expedition was completely successful. 
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Before his brother’s death he was Member of Parliament for Ayr County, was appointed Equerry to 

the Queen, governor of Dumbarton Castle, Depute Ranger of St. James' and Hyde Parks, and colonel 

of the 51st Regiment of Foot. In 1776 he became one of the sixteen representative Scottish Peers 

and was re-elected in three subsequent general elections. In 1782 he was appointed Governor of 

Edinburgh Castle, and in 1795 the Colonelcy of the Scots Greys was conferred upon him. It was with 

them that he served after his first commission in 1774. In the army he became, from 1772 till 1793, 

Major General, Lieutenant General and finally General. 

His Lordship exerted himself to carry out the plans for improvement of the estates initiated by his 

brother. As old leases terminated he abolished small farms and made larger. He built comfortable 

farmhouses with more commodious steadings and in their leases bound his tenants to a certain 

rotation of crops which had already been proved to benefit both tenants and soil. After a useful and 

active life he died at Eglinton Castle in 1796. 

He had married twice and by the second marriage had two daughters. Half of his estate went to the 

elder daughter Lady Mary, but the titles and other half went to his cousin Hugh. The estates were 

united again however, when Lady Mary married Archibald, eldest son of Hugh 12th Earl in 1803. 

The younger daughter Susanna died from the results of a cerebral haemorrhage in 1805 aged 18.  

Hugh 12th Earl was great grandson of Colonel James Montgomerie of Coilsfield, the fourth son of 

the sixth Earl. When he became 12th Earl, his own estates of Skelmorlie and Coilsfield were added to 

those of Eglinton. Like his predecessor, he was a soldier, saw service in America during the Seven 

Years War. He was Member of Parliament for Ayrshire when his cousin the 11th Earl was one of the 

16 representative Scottish Peers in the House of Lords. His seat was vacated when he was appointed 

Inspector of Military Roads in Scotland. He travelled and retravelled the Highlands on foot, to survey 

and select the best routes for roads, and by his care and skill so shortened the length of roadway and 

lessened the number of bridges so that a great deal of public money was saved. 

He later raised several regiments of Fencibles, was Lieutenant Governor of Edinburgh Castle, and in 

1796 was returned to Parliament by the County of Ayr for the third time. His accession to the 

Earldom put an end to that but in 1798 he became one of the representative Scottish Peers. Later 

honours and appointments included being made a Peer of the United Kingdom (Baron Ardrossan), 

the Lord Lieutenant of the County of Ayr, one of the State Councillors for Scotland to the Prince 

Regent, and Knight of the Thistle. 

He was responsible for the building of Ardrossan town as it is now and for the construction of 

Ardrossan harbour and the Paisley Canal, which was completed only as far as Johnstone instead of 

extending from Glasgow to Ardrossan.  

Although he expended a lot of money on his scheme which could have been a great public benefit, 

he did not receive the support from the public and from the government which he might have 

expected. He incurred many debts as a result and the work ceased on his death. Ardrossan Harbour 

however was completed in 1819 by the company formed to carry out the work.  

In private life, he displayed the spirit and manners of an ancient Baron. About this time, many old 

castles were being replaced or added to by grand mansion houses with architecture reminiscent of 

medieval times, battlements, turrets etc. He rebuilt Eglinton Castle and enlarged, improved and  
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beautified the grounds which by this time extended to 1200 acres. One of the rooms at the front of 

the castle was 52 feet long, 32 feet wide and 24 feet high! 

He was fond of music, played well on cello and formed a collection of violins of considerable value. 

He had a family piper and composed himself the tunes known as ‘Lady Montgomerie's Reel' and 

‘Ayrshire Lasses'. 

He was also a lover of fine horses. 

He was much esteemed in the County of Ayr and as a memorial to him, there is in the County 

Buildings a full length portrait of him in the uniform of the 78th Highlanders, painted by public 

subscription. It was with this regiment that he first served in America. 

Several anecdotes are worth recounting. 

More than usually irritated on one occasion by his mother's interrogation about his American war 

experiences he replied, 

 " ’deed mother, to tell the truth, the greatest difficulty and annoyance I experienced was 

 when, endeavouring to clear a fence, I happened to leap into a close column of very long 

 nettles", no enviable situation for a man with a kilt. 

Burns in his 'Earnest Cry and Prayer to the Scottish Representatives of the House of Commons' pays 

a compliment to the gallantry of the member for Ayr County, but at the expense of his oratory. The 

stanza was omitted from the poem by the author. 

See Sodger Hugh, my  watchman stented,                                                                                                                           

If bardies e'er are represented;                                                                                                                                                            

I ken if that your sword were wanted                                                                                                                                                

Ye'd lend a hand,                                                                                                                                                                       

But when there’s ought to say anent it                                                                                                                                          

Ye’re at a stand. 

The Earl was careful of his policies and plantations, being frequently provoked by trespassers. On 

one occasion, Daft Will Speir who was a privileged haunter of the Castle was taking a short out and 

crossing a fence. He was seen by the Earl who called to him, 

 “Come back sir, that's not the road.” 

 “Do you ken” said Will, “whaur I'm gaun?” 

 “No” replied the Earl. 

 “Weel, how the deil do you ken whether this be the road or no?” 

On another occasion the Earl, finding a boy climbing a tree, called to him to come down. The boy 

refused because he said the Earl would beat him. His Lordship pledged his honour that he would not 

do so. The boy replied, ` 

 “I dinna ken onything about your honour, but if ye say as sure as death I'll come down.” 
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The Earl married in 1772 his cousin Eleanora Hamilton of Bourtreehill where their eldest son was 

born, Archibald. He also followed an army career. He became a Major General serving in Sicily in 

1812-13, and temporarily representing the King (George III) at the Court of Palermo. 

He left on account of bad health and died in Alicante in 1814. He had already been married for 

eleven years to Lady Mary Montgomerie, daughter of the 11th Earl. Although this marriage had been 

arranged in order to keep the estates together, the young couple did not seem to be unhappy about 

it. A cousin of Lady Mary wrote, 

  "On every account it is a desirable union and Lord Eglinton's best wishes fulfilled. To me Lord 

 Montgomerie has always appeared a most estimable young man. He is prudent and gentle in 

 his manners and seems both good natured and good tempered and there is every prospect of 

 happiness." 

The first two children survived only a few hours and the third, Hugh, died in 1817 at Eglinton Castle. 

He was six years old. A marble monument was erected to his memory by his grandfather in Eglinton 

Park with the following inscription: 

 To the memory of his beloved grandson, Hugh who died the 13th July 1817                                                     

 at the age of six years and a few months: A child of promise.                                                                       

 On this spot once his little garden this stone is erected by his afflicted                                                                          

 and disconsolate grandfather Hugh, Earl of Eglinton. 

The fourth son, Archibald William, eventually succeeded his grandfather. Meanwhile, Lady Mary had 

remarried in 1815 Sir Charles Montolieu Lamb of Beauport by whom she had one son, Charles James 

Saville Montgomerie Lamb. 

Archibald William had been born at Palermo in Sicily and was brought to Eglinton on the death of his 

father and succeeded to the title on the death of his grandfather in December 1819 when he was 

seven years old. He was in the care of his father's sister Lady Jane who doted on him. He was a spoilt 

headstrong boy, difficult to control. Later his mother, her husband and their son returned to live at 

Eglinton and the two women vied with each other over the care of the young earl. He was very much 

influenced by his stepfather and in later years by his half brother, and gave his trustees endless 

trouble over money matters. He took a long time to mature and thought only of enjoying himself. He 

started a racing stable of three horses and although he won the Derby, the St. Leger, the Ascot Cup 

and other races, racing cost him more than he won, and he started selling off part of the estate to 

pay his debts. In fact, it must be said that he completely lacked money sense. 

Sir Charles and his wife Lady Mary travelled to the South of France in two huge mustard coloured 

carriages followed by an enormous retinue of servants. He was of course rich and could afford it. It 

was Sir Charles who first made Nice fashionable as a winter resort.  

Before the 12th Earl’s death he was annoyed with Lady Mary because in spite of being remarried she 

continued to use the Coat of Arms of the Earls of Eglinton on her carriage. During the lifetime of her 

first husband, his father the Earl had allowed them this privilege but now that she was remarried this 

was out of order. The Earl and the Lord Lyon exchanged correspondence on the subject but it is not 

clear if Lady Mary ever complied with the Earl’s wishes. 
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The 12th Earl's brother, the Hon. Alexander Montgomerie of Annick Lodge, had a daughter Elizabeth 

who married the Rt. Hon. David Boyle of Shewalton. His statue stands at the bottom end of Castle 

Street, Irvine. He presided at the trial of Burke and Hare.  

Archibald William 13th Earl of Eglinton was educated at Eton and early took part in the debates and 

business of the House of Lords. When Sir Robert Peel's conversion to the free trade principles, and 

the consequent repeal of the corn laws broke up the old and led to the formation of new political 

parties, his lordship became a prominent member of the Conservative Party. 

In February 1852 he was appointed by the Prime Minister, The Earl of Derby, to be Lord Lieutenant 

of Ireland. In the same year, he was elected Lord-Rector of Glasgow University and at a later date he 

held the same office in Marischall College Aberdeen. 

He assumed the additional titles of Earl of Winton, Lord Seton etc. after proving in court that he had 

the right to do so by virtue of his relationship to George the 5th Earl of Winton who forfeited them 

when he supported the Jacobites in 1715. 

The Earl of Eglinton and Winton was Colonel of the Prince Regent’s Royal Regiment of Ayrshire 

Militia but resigned on being appointed Lord Lieutenant of Ayrshire. He was made a Knight of the 

Thistle in 1853. 

In the same year his first wife Theresa, daughter of Charles Newcomen and widow of Richard Howe 

Cockerell, Commander RN, died. This had not been a marriage of convenience but was unhappy for 

all that. She was so jealous that life with her became almost impossible, although he was in fact 

completely faithful. She would have hysterics if he spoke to another woman. They had been married 

for thirteen years and had three sons and a daughter. Although the Earl had sworn never to marry 

again, he fell in love four years later with Adela, daughter of the Earl of Essex.  

In 1858 while in Dublin for the second time as Lord Lieutenant of Ireland they were married. She was 

sixteen years younger than he was but they were ideally happy. Unfortunately, she died two years 

later in childbirth. 

The Earl was well known on the field as an eminent supporter and patron of field sports including 

archery as well as horse racing. He was the Earl of Eglinton Tournament in 1839 (See Chapter 11) 

and was so grateful to the Irvine Archers for their service on that occasion that he and the Countess 

always attended their annual meeting on Irvine Moor, when the Eglinton gold belt, and silver gilt 

arrow holder and belt set with carbuncles presented by the Earl, the society's medal and other prizes 

such as silver slides, a silver quaich and a silver mounted horn were competed for.  

Two years after the death of his wife he too died after playing golf at St. Andrews. The year was 1861 

and he was 49. He had atoned for the follies of his youth by his responsible conduct of his affairs. He 

wrote to one of his former trustees, whom he had plagued, apologising for his irresponsible 

behaviour. Whatever his faults, all his life he was generous and lovable and throughout the County 

was sincerely mourned. 

It must have been the 13th Earl’s first Countess who in 1844 instituted Lady Eglinton’s school for 

instructing a number (restricted to 80) of female children in the skills of reading, sewing and knitting. 

The Town Council gave her the town’s large loom shop at Kirkgate head (formerly the Grammar 
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School) for this purpose. Gas was introduced in 1857 when oil lamps and candles would still be in 

use in many of the pupils’ homes. 

A portrait of Archibald William 13th Earl of Eglinton and Winton in his uniform of Lord Lieutenant of 

the County hangs in the Council Chambers of Irvine Town's House. * 

There was at Windsor Castle a portrait of the 11th Earl. It was probably “the unfinished portrait of 

the Earl of Eglintoune for which his Royal Highness (the Prince of Wales, later George IV) returned 

the executors of his Lordship sincere thanks”. King William IV offered this portrait to the 13th Earl 

who respectfully declined the offer assuring His Majesty that he considered it an honour for the 

portrait of his grandfather to remain at Windsor Castle.  

 

(* The portrait is now in the North Ayrshire Heritage Centre, Saltcoats – AB) 
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CHAPTER 10 

A Digression  

1819-1861 

At the time of the 12th Earl's death, the poet John Keats was living in Hampstead. He had qualified 

as a doctor but preferred to become a poet. He was one of a poor but artistic set which included 

Leigh Hunt, Percy Bysshe Shelley and one Joseph Severn, a young painter who had been awarded in 

1819 a gold medal by the Royal Academy for a painting which he had submitted (Una and the Red 

Cross Knight in the Cave of Despair). Thus encouraged, he decided to go to Rome to study and paint 

a picture which he would submit to the Royal Academy in a competition for a travelling scholarship. 

Joseph Severn and John Keats were good friends. Keats was the younger by two years and had 

tuberculosis. Streptomycin was not even a dream and, absurd as it seems to us now, the treatment 

was, as for many other illnesses, blood-letting. The doctors said that the only hope for Keats was to 

spend the winter in Italy. The two friends decided to go together. Keats had become secretly 

engaged to Fanny Brawne and was heartbroken to leave her, as he well knew his probable fate. 

Joseph scraped up £25 and Keats had been paid £100 for his long poem 'Endymion', so they sailed 

for Rome. They took rooms beside the Spanish Steps in Rome (the rooms are now a museum) and 

there Joseph devotedly nursed Keats through several agonising months until his death. The year was 

1821. Joseph then set about painting the masterpiece that he hoped would win him the Scholarship.  

Although his family background was modest - his father was a musician and taught music - he was a 

handsome young man and was soon accepted into the society of the British Colony in Rome. He 

made the acquaintance of Lady Westmoreland. She was beautiful, witty, charming and rich but no 

longer young.  

She was kind to Joseph but very autocratic and expected from him, as from everyone around her, 

complete obedience to her whims. She liked young men dancing attendance on her. She obtained 

commissions for the miniatures in which he specialised, and she was of assistance when he sent his 

picture to London as his entry for the Royal Academy Competition. It won the prize which was £130 

per annum for three years plus an additional £80. 

One day when he had been in Rome for six years, and Lady Westmoreland had come for the winter, 

he called at her palazzo to tell her he could not possibly play a duet (piano) with her at one of her 

parties since he simply had not enough talent. Instead of the Countess coming into the room to 

greet him and his friend who had accompanied him, there appeared a lovely young girl with blue 

eyes, brown hair and a fair skin. She curtseyed and shyly told them that Lady Westmoreland was 

engaged and that she was to entertain them until her Ladyship would be free. Her name was 

Elizabeth Montgomerie and she had come from Scotland to stay with the Countess. Joseph was 

enchanted with her but it was evident that Her Ladyship was even more overbearing with Elizabeth 

than usual. She was probably jealous - Elizabeth would be about seventeen. Joseph fell more deeply 

in love with her as the winter passed and the beautiful Italian Spring came round, and he thought 

that Elizabeth, though shy, was not indifferent to him. 

It was some time before he found out who she really was. She was in fact the daughter of the Lord 

Montgomerie who died at Alicante in 1814, and although her mother was of good family she was the  
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‘wrong’ mother. As was apparently not uncommon at that time when such a mistake was made, she 

was accepted into her father's family and after her father's death was brought up at Eglinton Castle 

along with her half brother the young 13th Earl. 

In the spring of 1827, Lady Westmoreland decided to settle in Rome instead of returning to Britain. 

Joseph was losing his admiration for her, as too often she was making Elizabeth the victim of her 

cruel wit. He could not afford to quarrel with her however, as she was so influential with the people 

whose commissions he depended upon. The time came when she could not bear to see Joseph and 

Elizabeth together and she would send one or other of them on an errand to separate them. In a 

sudden religious urge Lady Westmoreland went off for a week’s seclusion. Elizabeth, very daring, 

allowed Joseph to escort her to the Spring Carnival in the Corso, and afterwards went to his studio to 

see a picture, which he was painting of her Ladyship. It was all very formal, however, and they were 

still Miss Montgomerie and Mr Severn to one another. Soon Lady Westmoreland whipped Elizabeth 

off to Florence and when they returned to Rome in June, things were more difficult than ever. All 

they could do was to write little notes to one another and pass them over somehow in Her 

Ladyship’s presence. At last one day, he asked Elizabeth to marry him, but as they both seemed to 

be terrified of Her Ladyship, they decided to get married and present her with a 'fait accompli'. 

There was another visit to Florence but this time the young couple had their plans ready. They were 

to be married at the British Consulate in Florence on 5th October 1828. The day before, Joseph 

called to tell Lady Westmoreland of the plans. She was furious, said she would attend the wedding 

but she would never speak to them again. 

What happens to Joseph and Elizabeth in the years till 1841 does not concern us here, but in that 

year they returned to England with their six children. Joseph had no money sense, and it was a good 

thing for them that all this time, and until she died, Elizabeth had an allowance from her brother, the 

Earl of Eglinton, and she had always been able to turn to him in times of trouble. 

Visits were paid by the family to Eglinton Castle from time to time and Joseph Severn painted a 

portrait of Lady Eglinton and her three year old son. Joseph Severn was appointed British Consul in 

Rome when he was over 60. He was overjoyed when he set off, for he loved Rome. Elizabeth was to 

follow soon, but she only reached Marseilles where she took ill and died before Joseph could reach 

her. Elizabeth had had news of her brother's death after she had started on her journey. She had 

received this with misgivings knowing she and Joseph had lost a good friend. 
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CHAPTER 11 

The Eglinton Tournament 

Wednesday 28th — Friday 30th August 1839 

The Eglinton Tournament of 1839 was held against the background of a revival of interest in the 

Medieval period, inspired by the novels of Sir Walter Scott and Benjamin Disraeli. This interest is also 

shown in the Gothic architectural styles of the Victorian Age e.g. Houses of Parliament. 

At the coronation of Queen Victoria in 1837, much of the ancient ceremonial was dispensed with to 

save money, including the coronation banquet and the ritual challenge by the Queen's Champion, a 

Knight in full armour. This latter omission particularly upset the Knight Marshal of the Royal 

Household, Sir Charles Lamb of Beauport, and step father of Archibald William Montgomerie 13th 

Earl of Eglinton. Rashly the Earl announced publicly he would hold a Medieval Tournament at 

Eglinton Castle which had been rebuilt by Hugh 12th Earl in the Gothic style. Unfortunately the Earl 

failed to consider the cost and the likely weather in the West of Scotland at that time. 

A 19th Century writer stated: Eglinton Castle was one of the great houses of reception in Scotland 

second only to Drumlanrig, seat of the Dukes of Buccleuch. Its hospitality was unstinted. Guests 

were known to remain for weeks, even months and showed no inclination to leave which was trying 

enough to the patience or gentle nature of their host or hostess. There were even habitués who 

never left the Castle and who if they were called away for a day or two locked up their rooms. 

With such a reputation for liberality it was unthinkable that the Earl should change his mind about 

the tournament and whatever his private thoughts and feelings, August 1839 was the date selected. 

There was great interest in the tournament and spectators, many in fancy dress, came from far and 

near to see the spectacle. The Earl opened the grounds of Eglinton Castle to the public - unheard of 

at that time. Many visitors from England made their way to Liverpool, already connected by rail to 

London. From Liverpool, steamships brought them to Ardrossan and a primitive railway, using open 

carriages, conveyed them to Bogside Railway Station and a short walk brought them to the Castle. 

The Ayr and Glasgow Railway was newly completed as far as Irvine and on the first day of the 

tournament the train drawn by a locomotive called 'Marmion' (a significant name) brought 3000 

people to Bogside Station. Altogether, it is claimed that 150,000 came on the first day. 

Very few of the spectators probably gave a thought to how unlucky tournaments were for the 

Montgomerie family. In 1559, a tournament was held in France to celebrate the signing of the Treaty 

of Chateau Cambresis. The victor of this tournament was Gabriel Comte de Montgomerie whom the 

King of France Henri II invited to joust with him. Gabriel's lance broke on impact, a splinter entered 

the Kings visor, pierced his eye and killed him. His successor was his son, Francis II, husband of Mary 

Queen of Scots. 

All available accommodation in Irvine was taken for the occasion e.g. the Marquis of Waterford and 

his party (including Prince Louis Napoleon) rented the entire Eglinton Arms Hotel. Many local people 

rented their homes, even the Parish Minister letting the Manse of Irvine to visitors. 
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It was feared that many professional criminals e.g. pickpockets etc. would be attracted by the large 

crowds. Security was a problem, as Irvine did not yet have a Police Force. Two detectives from the 

Glasgow Police Force were hired along with James McDougall Chief Criminal Officer for Stirlingshire. 

He was the most experienced detective present. The London firm which supplied the armour 

engaged two Bow Street Runners to protect their property. (Incidentally King William IV, 1830-37, 

had the services of a Bow Street Runner, the forerunner of the Royal Family's custom of having 

personal detectives.) 

 Principal Participants:- 

  Marquess of Londonderry   King of the Tournament                                                                         

  Earl of Eglinton     Lord of the Tournament                                                          

  Lord Saltoun     Judge of Peace                                                                                   

  Sir Charles Lamb    Knight of Marshal                                                                         

  Lady Seymour     Queen of Beauty                                                                              

  Prince Louis Napoleon    Knight Visitor 

 Ordinary Knights:- 

  Viscount Alford (27)    Knight of the Black Lion                                                               

  Captain Beresford (32)    Knight of the Stag’s Head                                                     

  Earl of Cassillis (23)    Knight of the Dolphin                                                              

  Earl of Craven (30)    Knight of the Griffin                                                     

  Captain Fairlie (30)    Knight of the Golden Lion                                                              

  Hon. H. Gage (25)    Knight of the Ram                                                            

  Viscount Glenlyon (25)    Knight of the Gael                                                                         

  Sir F. Hopkins (26)    Knight of the Burning Tower                                          

  Hon. E. Jermingham (35)   Knight of the Swan                                                               

  C. Lamb Esq. (23)    Knight of the White Rose                                                 

  R. Lechmere Esq. (40)    Knight of the Red Rose                                                              

  W. Little Esq. (32)    The Black Knight                                                     

  Marquess of Waterford (28)  Knight of the Dragon 

The Queen of Beauty was Jane Georgina Sheridan (28) wife of Adolphus, Lord Seymour, son and heir 

to the 11th Duke of Somerset. Lady Seymour's dress was a jacket of ermine, a skirt of violet velvet 

with the front of sky blue velvet, on which the Arms of Somerset were embroidered in silver. 

She wore a coronet ornamented with jewels. Her pages were the Marquis of Abercorn and the 

Marquis of Douglas in Highland dress. She was also accompanied by her maids of honour. The Irvine 

Archers, fifty in number, formed her guard of honour. 

The Knights were in polished steel armour, the Earl of Craven's suit having been worn by an ancestor 

at the Battle of Crecy. Each Knight had his squire, pages and retainers. Lord Glenlyon, nephew and 

heir to the Duke of Atholl, had the Atholl Highlanders. This guard of highlanders was made up of four 

officers, three sergeants, four corporals, four pipers, two orderlies and forty six privates, led by 

Glenlyon's brother James Murray. They were dressed in blue jacket, green kilt and plaid, red and 

white diced stockings, black brogues, blue Glengarry bonnet with a silver badge. Each carried a  
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knapsack, light target and broadsword. Glenlyon's suit of armour can still be seen displayed at the 

foot of a staircase in Blair Castle, Perthshire. 

 

DAY ONE: Wednesday 28th August 1839 

The entertainment took place in the Deer Park to the North of the Castle, reached by the 

Tournament Bridge (now repaired) across the river Lugton. The park was laid out for the 

Tournament with lists and the tents of the Knights, each tent displaying the Arms and Pennon of its 

occupant with pavilions for the Queen of Beauty and the important guests. Among the latter was 

Benjamin Disraeli, later Earl of Beaconsfield, who immortalised the Tournament in his novel 

"Endymion”. It is claimed that Charles Dickens attended as a reporter for a London newspaper.  

During the morning, preparations were underway at the Castle, but as there had been no rehearsal, 

no one had appreciated the difficulties of assembling the procession of knights, retainers, and their 

horses. By one o'clock all was not yet ready when the sky grew overcast and a steady downpour 

began.  

Everyone was speedily drenched as none of the stands other than the grand pavilion was covered. 

The procession did not leave the Castle and make its way across the bridge to the tiltyard until 2.30 

p.m., many in the procession protecting themselves from the rain by the anachronism of using 

umbrellas. On arrival it was greeted with loud acclamations. After the Knights had paid their homage 

to the Queen of Beauty, the Herald proclaimed the laws of the tourney and the first challenge was 

sounded. It was 3.30 p.m. and still raining. 

The two Knights were taken to opposite ends of the lists by the Marshals. The order of “Laisser les 

Aller” was given, and the Knight of the Swan (E. Jermingham) and the Knight of the Golden Lion 

(Captain Fairlie) met at full gallop. Three times they passed without striking but at the fourth trial, 

Captain Fairlie’s lance was broken on his opponent’s shield and he was declared the victor of the 

first tilt. 

Four similar tilts followed. The Lord of the Tournament (Earl of Eglinton) twice broke his lance on the 

shield of the Knight of the Dragon (Marquis of Waterford) and was declared the victor. The Knight of 

the Burning Tower (Sir F. Hopkins) was in the same way victor against the Knight of the Red Rose (R. 

Lechmere). The Knight of the Gael (Glenlyon) was defeated by the Knight of the Black Lyon (Viscount 

Alford). There followed an encounter between two swordsmen on foot. 

The remainder of the proceedings for the afternoon was abandoned and everyone dashed for 

shelter or home without any semblance of order - to the Castle, to the railway station, which was 

soon quite filled, to Irvine which was literally crammed, with private houses and inns thronged. 

The rain proved disastrous also to the amusements arranged for the evening. The banqueting 

pavilion at the back of the Castle was so inundated with rain on the roof that the banquet prepared 

and set out had to be removed. The company dined in picnic parties in the Castle. A ball was then 

held in one of the larger apartments. About midnight the rain stopped and the company then 

adjourned to the ballroom where the dancing continued into the early hours of the next morning. 
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SECOND DAY: Thursday 29th August 

On Thursday, although it rained all morning and a cold wind blew, almost as many people assembled 

by twelve o’clock as on the previous day. The crowd amused themselves examining the lists and 

tilting yard and trampling the grounds into a quagmire. The Earl of Eglinton galloped out to the 

tilting yard and along the roads leading to it, and generously informed the anxious crowds that the 

tilting would be resumed next day. Although disappointed, the crowd appreciated his Lordship's 

action. They were given an opportunity to examine the armour laid out for cleaning. Helmets alone 

weighed not less than eight or ten pounds. The suits of armour had been obtained by a London firm 

from all over Europe. 

The Earl’s staff took the opportunity to repair the damage done by rain to tents, pavilions and the 

temporary banqueting hall, and to dry out the costumes and clean the armour. Meanwhile one 

might find Prince Louis Napoleon and Mr Lamb engaged in a broadsword combat in the ballroom, for 

the entertainment of a large number of ladies and gentlemen. Several such combats were staged 

during the afternoon. 

 

THIRD DAY: Friday 30th August 

The final day compensated for the two previous days; it was dry with bright sunshine. The crowd 

was not so great as on Wednesday but it was nevertheless substantial and the stands were filled by 

one o’clock. 

The assemblage was dazzling and imposing and the cavalcade was even more brilliant than on the 

first day. In the procession came mounted men-at-arms, musicians, trumpeters, knights, standard- 

bearers and retainers, all marshalled according to the ancient codes of chivalry. The Lord of the 

Tournament (Eglinton) was greeted by bursts of applause from the crowds. A jester in characteristic 

garb and mounted on a mule was a popular source of merriment. Prince Louis Napoleon in a suit of 

splendid armour and plume feathers attracted much notice. He was the son of the Emperor 

Napoleon’s brother Prince Louis Bonaparte and his wife Hortense de Beauharnais (Napoleon's step 

daughter). It was considered wrongly, that he much resembled his celebrated uncle. Lady Seymour, 

the Queen of Beauty on a stately grey steed was the admired of all admirers. 

The tilting was much as described on the first day. The Earl of Eglinton was judged the winner and 

given the golden circlet of victory by the Queen of Beauty. The final event was a Melee in which four 

knights were engaged on each side. The Knight of the Black Lion (Viscount Alford) cut the plume 

from the helmet of the Knight of the Dragon (Marquess of Waterford) who lost his temper and the 

two fought in earnest until they were separated by the marshals. 

On Friday evening a Medieval Banquet was held in the pavilion at the back of the castle. The firm of 

caterers made the greatest efforts to supply ancient dishes from the Age of Chivalry. So the guests, 

numbering more than four hundred, dined on dilligrout, peacock pie, pope’s posset, flummery, 

caudle, flagons of malmsey, bowls of syllabub, quarts of hippocras, pints of ping, boar's heads, pots 

of swan, lamprey pies, prymrose tarts, and turtle, eight hundred pounds weight of it! All this food 

was eaten from silver dishes for the meats and gold dishes for the puddings. 
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A Ball followed in the pavilion after it had been cleared at the end of the banquet. The pavilion was 

decorated with vast quantities of flowers, hung with tapestries, carpeted with velvet and lit by many 

thousands of candles in coloured lanterns and chandeliers, so that it appeared like a fairyland. 

Music was supplied by Mr Thomson's Orchestra and the band of the Dragoon Guards, both dressed 

in minstrels costume. Many of the two thousand guests were in fancy dress and all wore their most 

sumptuous attire. 

Lady Montgomerie was in rich cerise and a head-dress with cameos; Lady Jane Montgomerie was in 

a dress of dahlia satin with an Indian veil embroidered in gold; Lady Graham had a string of pearls 

round her waist which could have been used as a skipping rope. The Duchess of Montrose, in a ruby 

velvet dress, had a diamond stomacher fastened with emeralds, amethysts and sapphires in place of 

hooks and buttons. 

The male guests were not to be outdone: Lord Chelsea wore an emerald green velvet suit, Sir 

Charles Lamb was in sky blue silk, while Lord Maidstone was mantled in golden lace and Lord Saltoun 

was robed in crimson satin. 

It rained again, starting at noon on Saturday with tropical ferocity, and by the following Tuesday all 

the guests had departed. Before they left, the knights presented their banners and shields to the 

Earl, who hung them up on the walls of the hall, their names in Gothic lettering painted beneath. 

These trophies hung there until they were sold off as curiosities when the castle contents were 

disposed of in 1925. 

 

The Tournament Trophy 

The guests who had enjoyed the Earl of Eglinton's hospitality decided to make him a gift. Two 

hundred and thirty nine of them subscribed to it, the maximum amount allowed being twenty 

guineas. 

The trophy was designed by the artist Edmund Cotterill and made by Garrard, a London silversmith. 

Nearly five feet in height it rises from a wide crenellated base round the sides of which are the 

shields of the knights to form an ornate gothic pulpit beneath a pinnacled canopy. Here stands the 

Queen of Beauty placing a wreath on the brow of the Lord of the Tournament. Beside him rides the 

Knight Marshall with squires and halberdiers. Four years were required for its completion at a cost of 

£1,775. For many years it stood, for all to admire, in the entrance hall of the County Buildings in Ayr, 

having been loaned to Ayr County Council. More recently (1977) at the request of the Eglinton 

family, it has been given into the custody of Cunninghame District Council and it is now on display in 

Cunninghame House, Irvine. 

It is thought that the armour for the tournament cost £100,000 and the Earl himself, having 

intended to spend about £2000, actually spent some £40,000 on the event. This expenditure did 

much to ruin the fortunes of the Montgomerie family. 

Perhaps the final comment should be left to the Turkish Ambassador at the court of King Charles VII 

of France, who said of tournaments,  

 "If this is in earnest it is not enough, but if it is a game it is too much!” 
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CHAPTER 12 

Archibald William 14th Earl 

From this time on the history of the family becomes less interesting, in fact, it is rather scanty since 

no one has taken the trouble to keep it up to date. 

The 14th Earl chose a naval career. He married Lady Sophia Adelaide Theodosia, daughter of 2nd Earl 

of Yarborough. They had three daughters one of whom, Sophia, married Captain Hynman Allenby. 

He changed his name to Montgomerie. There is a photograph which shows her in the dress she wore 

when she was presented at Court. Another shows a portrait of her daughter Guendolen. Lady Sophia 

and her family lived at Southannan near Fairlie. 

The Prince of Wales was married in 1863, two years after the Earl succeeded to the title. On the 

wedding day the school children of Irvine were entertained at Eglinton Castle by the Earl and 

Countess. 

Unfortunately, the family debt was formidable and the situation worsened in 1892, when again 

there was no son to succeed. The estate had to be divided among the 14th Earl’s daughters and their 

uncle who became 15th Earl, and this time there was no convenient marriage to bring the parts 

together.  

The 15th Earl was born in 1848. He became a Lieutenant in the Grenadier Guards, President of the 

Territorial Association and Lord Lieutenant of the County of Ayr in 1897. He was Master of Fox 

Hounds of the famous Eglinton Hunt. 

He married Janet Cunningham LLD DBE of Craigends, Renfrewshire. She was given the honorary 

degree for her hospital work during the First World War. 

Their son, Archibald Seton Montgomerie, was born in 1880 and became the 18th Earl in 1919. He 

was a Major in the Ayrshire Yeomanry. His wife Lady Susan was probably the beautiful Lady Susan or 

Suzanne who is still remembered in 1978 by elderly people connected with the estate in their youth. 

Of this marriage there were three sons and four daughters. 

At that time young children were kept lying on their backs for a longer time than is now thought 

necessary. Strollers in Eglinton Park often saw four nurses pushing four prams in which all the 

children were lying down. This marriage was not a happy one and ended in divorce. The Countess is 

said to have been very extravagant, wanting marble troughs for the cows (perhaps in the cause of 

hygiene) and lots of fountains. This may have contributed to the unhappiness. Some of the estate 

workers certainly thought it contributed to the financial difficulties.  

At any rate, it was during the time of the 16th Earl that it became evident that the family would have 

to leave Eglinton since there was no longer enough money to maintain the Castle and the staff 

necessary to look after it. The Castle was vacated in December 1925 and the roof removed so that 

there was no longer any need to pay tax on it. Before this, the contents were sold by auction and the 

list of items for sale makes interesting reading. The family moved to Skelmorlie. Gradually the estate 

was divided up and sold. 
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Archibald William Alexander, 17th Earl of Eglinton, lived at the Castle in his early years, although his 

own family have never lived there. He was born at Redburn House in 1914 (now a Hotel) when it was 

the home of his father as Lord Montgomerie. When the heir became Earl it was usual for Redburn to 

become the Dower House, home of the widowed Countess if she had outlived her husband. He was 

educated at Eton and New College Oxford. He was Deputy Lieutenant of Ayrshire in 1948, had been 

a major in the Ayrshire Yeomanry and was a member of the Queen's Company of Archers, her 

bodyguard in Scotland. 

There was an occasion perhaps 20 years ago when a gentleman had to attend two functions in this 

area, one in the afternoon and one in the evening, so he decided to have a meal and change in 

Redburn Hotel. He ordered his meal and asked the proprietor, Mr Skinner for the use of a bedroom. 

Mr Skinner showed him into one asking 'Will this do, sir?' 'Yes' replied the guest 'it should do, I was 

born here'. Puzzled Mr Skinner went downstairs but later could not refrain from enquiring about the 

identity of his guest. He was the 17th Earl. 

The 17th Earl died in 1966 aged 52. He had married Ursula Joan, daughter of Honourable Ronald 

Bahn Watson and was succeeded by his son Archibald George who was born in 1939 and as 18th Earl 

of Eglinton and Winton lives with his family in Hartley Witney in Hampshire and regrets that it is not 

possible for him to live and work in Scotland. 

The Dowager Countess lives near Ayr and continues to take a keen interest in the affairs of the 

district. It was her wish that the Eglinton Trophy, which used to be displayed in the entrance hall of 

the County Building, Ayr, be returned to Irvine and kept in the offices of Cunninghame District 

Council, Cunninghame House, Irvine.  

She is also one of the trustees of the Fund for the restoration of Trinity Church, Irvine. 
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This map is based on an Ordnance Survey map of 1910 but several more modern developments have 

been included to show their relationship to the old map: 

Ayrshire Central Hospital                                                                                                                                     

Castlepark Housing Estate and Castlepark Primary School                                                                                                                

Redburn Primary School                                                                                                                                                                                

Livingstone Terrace 

The dotted line represents the boundary of the area commonly thought of as Eglinton Estate and 

enclosed by a wall, the heavy dots representing gates. Much of the land beyond the wall with its 

farms and pits was also the property of the Earl of Eglinton. 

The Irvine and Kilwinning Bypasses now cross the area from Stanecastle, passing near the site of 

Eglinton Mains to the Mid Gates, and continuing between the River Garnock and the site of the 

Eglinton Iron Works as far as the road between Kilwinning and Stevenston. 

Some of the pits were shown on the old map by a number preceded by 'Fergushill'. These would 

sometimes be known by more familiar names as indicated elsewhere in the text. 

The maps of 1910 show a number of old lime kilns where lime brought by the Earl for 'sweetening' 

the soil was burned before being spread on the fields. The lime was more expensive if bought 

already burned. 

The map also shows, in the area between the Long Drive and the boundary on the East side, six 

sheepfolds. 
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CHAPTER 13 

The Castle and Estate 

There is a fascination about a ruin, be it ecclesiastical or secular. One cannot help but try to conjure 

up in one’s mind pictures of what life was like when the building was a hive of activity. In an attempt 

to make this exercise a little easier, a number of elderly people who spent their childhood and youth 

on the estate have been willing to share with us their recollections of the estate in the early years of 

this century. 

At the turn of the century, the Earl was the 15th, George Arnulph who married Janet Cunningham. 

He was succeeded in 1919 by his son Archibald Seton who married Lady Susan Dalrymple. It was only 

five years later in 1925 that the castle was vacated so we are thinking of the first quarter of this 

century. 

Lord Eglinton used to drive around the estate in his gig, his tenants having to come out and curtsey 

or bow to him. He could give his tenants very little notice to leave their house although he had to 

provide them with another. 

The Earl and Countess often rode in an open landau pulled by four grey horses and at the entrance 

to the castle there would be a footman to help them alight after their drive. Servants were not 

allowed to use the main driveway up to the castle. If they did and heard a coach coming they hid 

behind the trees or rhododendron bushes until it had passed. The main drive reserved for the 

'nabbery' was entered from the gateway opposite Redburn House (Hotel). 

In the early years before the son of the 15th Earl was married and required a home of his own, 

Redburn was used by one of his uncles, his Mother's brother. His wife Mrs Cunningham, assisted her 

sister-in-law the Countess, with the Sunday School, which was held in the castle library. Another 

uncle lived at Williamfield (now the convent). 

The Earl was fond of hunting and horse racing, and there was a shooting party once a week during 

the shooting season, providing pheasant, woodcock and ducks for the table. 

In 1900 the castle had been standing for 100 years, the building having been started in 1796 when 

the previous castle had been demolished. The stables, the hump-backed bridge and the Redburn  
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Gates date from that time. It was probably at this time too that the course of the River Lugton was 

changed, to flow behind the Garden House instead of in front of it, as part of the 12th Earl's plan to 

improve and beautify the grounds. 

 

Between the Garden House and Kilwinning Road there was an orchard of which no trace now 

remains. Five ponds were created by the building of weirs. There is no longer any trace of these 

either, the present weir being of more recent construction. 

On the part of the estate within the boundary wall, which extended to 1000 acres, there were, in 

addition to the castle and gardens, fruit and vegetable gardens, stables, kennels, farms, woodland, a 

saw mill, a small lake and a stretch of the River Lugton, houses of tenants and estate workers and 

last but not least, coal mines or pits. 

One could enter the estate by any one of a dozen gateways, each with a lodge or gatehouse. Those 

on Kilwinning Road are in regular use and their gatehouses are still standing although the gates 

themselves are long gone. The main gate was that opposite the Redburn Hotel. At the top of the 

main drive just at the back of the canning factory is another gateway leading directly to the castle. 

These gates were nicknamed the Egg Cup Gates because of the ornamentation on top of the pillars. 

The ornamentation is a pineapple but the children of that time would not recognise them as such. 

Gates on the Kilwinning side were Weirston and Corsehillhead. The Diamond and Millburn Gates 

looked towards Fergushill and Benslie and nearer Irvine were the gates at Girdle Toll and 

Stanecastle. This last was rather an imposing entrance leading to a tree-lined avenue, which was 

greatly enjoyed by local people for many years until the trees were cut down to make way for 

redevelopment. 

The estate revenue came from tenants’ rents and the leasing of the pits to Baird and Finnie. Baird 

owned the Eglinton Ironworks on the outskirts of Kilwinning. These firms employed miners from the 

villages of Fergushill and Benslie. Although these men were not estate workers employed by the  
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Earl, they and their families undoubtedly thought of themselves as part of the community associated 

with Eglinton Estate. There was employment for a lot of people. A huge staff was employed at the 

castle including a butler, under butler, housekeeper, footmen, hall-boys, valets, ladies’ maids, 

chambermaids, cooks and scullery maids and laundry maids. The laundry was not in the castle itself 

but on the other side of the river behind it. Nearby were meat houses where meat was preserved in 

ice brought there for that purpose. They were built partly underground so that a cool temperature 

could more easily be maintained. There was a kennel staff to look after the foxhounds and grooms 

for the horses, both grooms and horses being housed in the stable block which is now the main 

building of Robert Wilson & Sons. There was accommodation for about 30 horses. 

 

The estate needed gamekeepers (3), 6 foresters, gardeners, farmers and farm hands, workers for the 

sawmill. Evidently, grooms and gardeners could never agree and there was often quarrelling at 

estate parties after they had had several drinks.  

With so many families living on the estate, the number of children must have been considerable, 

hence the Sunday School, Sports Days and Christmas parties held for their benefit. There was also a 

Guide Company. 

Outside staff, gardeners, gamekeepers, foresters, craftsmen, kitchen and laundry maids would be 

recruited locally, but domestic staff, especially those in close contact with the family, were brought 

from elsewhere, often from England. The latter were usually recommended by friends or existing 

members of staff and sometimes had specialised training eg a lady’s maid might have been trained 

at a college in Atholl Crescent, Edinburgh. The most important members of the staff were the butler, 

the housekeeper and the head cook, each of whom ruled the roost in his or her own department. 

The personal servants were answerable to members of the family. To secure any of these 

appointments was to have come near the top of a career in service.  

In the large kitchen with its 8ft square range, food had to be prepared for many people. The cooking 

of many dishes, roasting of meat, etc, was done here, but the still room was used for baking and 

making preserves. In the kitchen would be two slates on one of which would be written the menu  
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for the adults of the family and on the other the menu for the children. The upstairs meals were 

served by a butler and footmen who were responsible for the washing and care of the dishes and 

cutlery, which were often of considerable value. The children's meals were served probably by a 

footman in their own quarters which were in the west wing of the castle and known as 'Bedlam'. 

The household servants ate after the family had been served. They had their own dining room and 

rules of etiquette which had to be observed. The head butler sat at one end of the table with the 

cook opposite and all the other staff had their own positions according to their seniority. The 

younger members were expected to be seen and not heard. When it was time for the sweet all had 

to stand while the butler, cook and housekeeper retired to another room for their sweet (which was 

different) and their coffee. The personal servants of the family did not eat downstairs but came 

down to collect their sweet course. 

Servants had a day off once a month and were usually paid every six months on term day, and it was 

then that servants would leave if they were going elsewhere to work. Since their day-to-day needs 

were catered for, being paid twice a year was not as unfair as it seems. They were given their ration 

of beer just as sailors had rum long ago, and those who were too young or did not relish the beer 

had beer money. 

 

Unsolved Mysteries 

Until the Second World War, a cottage stood by the riverside not far from the hump-backed bridge 

in front of the canning factory. This was known as Lady Jane’s Cottage and was demolished during 

the war when the army had the use of the estate for training purposes. (For the same reason the 

castle was reduced to the unsafe ruin which had to be almost entirely demolished.) Near the cottage 

were two gravestones, one in memory of a dog, Toby, and the other in memory of the 13th Earl’s 

elder brother who died at the age of six. 

Several different stories have emerged from asking people what they know of Lady Jane. What is 

certain is that no one remembers her, and the cottage was empty in the early years of this century, 

although passers-by could look through the windows and see simple furnishings and kitchen 

utensils. We must assume therefore that she lived 100 years ago or earlier. 

Some former employees think she was a Dowager Countess Jane for whom the cottage was a 

novelty, others that she was a member of the family who brought disgrace upon herself by an 

alliance with someone beneath her station in life, that she disappeared and was thought to have 

drowned, but although the river was dragged, her body was never found. It has been said that her 

ghost haunts a ward of the Central Hospital, which was built on land formerly part of the estate. The 

explanation that the strange noises were caused by the heating system is less interesting but more 

likely to be correct. 

The Montgomerie family believe she was the Lady Jane who was the aunt of the 13th Earl and was 

responsible for his upbringing after his mother remarried. The cottage was built for her amusement 

as a child. The gravestone of her elder nephew beside his little garden in the vicinity of the cottage, 

suggests that this explanation is the correct one. 
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Eglinton Castle like many another may have had a haunted room. One of the gardeners has said that 

there was a room which was never opened because it was said to be haunted. 

The following story is not generally known but if true, it would provide a reason for a room being 

closed up. The participants in the drama are now dead but their identity is known and one of them 

told the story in his latter years. 

About 1925 when the castle roof had been removed, a number of people realised that they could 

put to good use much of the interior woodwork now exposed to all weathers. A young man from 

Kilwinning decided to take some of the panelling to make or repair his pigeon hut. He went to the 

castle, collected as much as he could carry, and was just about to leave when he noticed a 

particularly good piece. He pulled it away exposing the hand of a skeleton. The wood was dropped 

and he ran back to Kilwinning as fast as his legs could carry him. Before reaching home, he met a 

friend who was studying medicine. Seeing the state of his friend, the student asked if he had seen a 

ghost, to which the other replied in the affirmative. After hearing the story and being assured that it 

was known to no one else, the student said that when it was dark he would take possession of the 

skeleton, which as a medical student he would find useful. He was later able to confirm that the 

skeleton was that of a woman. By keeping their find a secret instead of reporting it to the police the 

two friends had committed an offence, and if the story had become known they would not have 

escaped prosecution. 

 

Personal Reminiscences 

ANNIE DUNCAN was born in a little house opposite Seagate Castle in Irvine in 1904. When Annie was 

two years old her mother died and soon her father remarried. Her three older sisters left to stay 

with their grandparents at Cairns Cottage, Old Perceton, leaving Annie, the youngest, with her father 

and stepmother. 

Annie went to Montgomery School and when she was 10, the First World War began. For the four 

war years, schools were open for only half of each day, so from the age of 10 to 14 Annie had only 

half the schooling she ought to have had. No doubt the children liked this arrangement as they had 

every afternoon free for other activities. Annie however, had to walk four miles to Eglinton Castle 

where her stepmother was a cook. She entered the estate by one of the drives from Kilwinning 

Road. As she walked up the drive she could see around her magnificent beech trees which her 

grandfather had helped to plant in the middle of the century when he was a boy. He, Sandy Jeffrey, 

had been born in 1834 and had worked on the Eglinton Estate since boyhood. At this particular time 

he was a winding engineman at No. 28 pit. To get to his work he had to show his permit to the 

gatekeeper at the Girdle Toll entrance to the estate. He walked up this drive to the pit. During the 

time he worked there no accidents occurred. A winding engineman was responsible for the big 

wheel and the cables which wound the cage up and down taking the miners to their work. It was 

naturally a very important job as men's lives depended on the safety of the machinery. Sandy Jeffrey 

lived till he was 94 and at one time was the oldest Freemason in Scotland. Annie still has his wine 

glass with the Masonic symbols on it. 

When Annie arrived at the castle, she went round to the kitchen entrance. The kitchen was a huge 

place with many people preparing food. As the floor was of stone the servants stood on slatted  
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boards while they worked at the benches preparing meat or vegetables. The food was in very large 

pots on an enormous black range 8 ft square, which stood in the middle of the floor. Mrs Wallace 

was the Head Cook being the most experienced, and she was responsible for making the elaborate 

desserts for the Earl, his family and guests. The servants were well fed on plain Scots cooking and did 

not have the rich foods served to the nobility. Copper warming pans hung on the kitchen walls. They 

were filled with hot ashes from the fire and put in the beds to warm them. In the kitchen Annie 

would have her dinner with the other servants before going out to play in the courtyard. 

Sometimes when the Earl and Countess were away in London, Annie was invited to the 

housekeeper's room for afternoon tea. Jessie, the housekeeper, had a parrot which used to say 'six 

o'clock Jessie’, 'paper boy Jessie'. Annie loved to hear the parrot speak and was disappointed when 

the grown-ups threw a cloth over its cage when they tired of the chatter. Annie's favourite cake at 

this afternoon tea party was carroway seed cake. 

On her way back to the kitchen from the housekeeper's room, she passed through the grand hall of 

the castle. In it sat the Eglinton Tournament Trophy, an elaborate castle-like object said to be made 

from one hundredweight of silver. It is now housed in Cunninghame House, Irvine. Also in the hall 

were two huge fireplaces of dog's steel grates in which coal and logs were always burning. All the 

rooms had coal fires. Gas jets with naked flames provided the light in the passageways. This was 

before incandescent mantles were introduced. The maidservants who lived in had little rooms in the 

turrets of the castle.  

When her stepmother had finished her work she and Annie walked the four miles back to Irvine. On 

a few occasions, she met the children of the Earl. They were very strictly brought up by their nannie 

and nurses. Lady Janet and Lady Barbara were the first children of the family and then the heir was 

born (Archibald William, 17th Earl). All the church bells of Irvine had rung out to announce that the 

15th Earl had a grandson. Sometimes Annie met the children when she was walking up to the castle 

in the afternoon. They were usually being taken for a ride in a gig by their nannie and would stop to 

speak to her. One day they seemed very excited about something. They said 'We‘re having a treat 

today, it's ice cream'. Annie noticed that they were very plainly dressed in warm tweed coats to mid 

calf length and wore heavy boots and velour felt hats.  

Annie's grandfather told her an amusing story about the Earl meeting a drunken miner who was 

walking up the drive. When asked what he was doing there, the miner in turn asked, 'How did you 

get this land?‘. 

The Earl replied, 'My ancestors fought for it.’  

‘Well', said the miner, ’if you just take your jacket off we’ll fight for it again!'. Whether or not the 

miner's indiscretion resulted in his dismissal we are not told. 

Every year the Castle had an open day in June when the gardens were at their best. There was 

dancing round the maypole. Annie ran races with other local children. Round her neck she wore a 

ribbon to which was attached a tin mug. This was for the milk, which came from the Home Farm and 

was given out to the children after the races. 

When the time came for the castle to be vacated, Annie walked up the drive with her grandfather to 

attend the sale of the contents. Her grandfather bought some dinner plates and took them home to 

Old Perceton as a memento. Members of Annie’s family still live there in their grandfather's house. 
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Miss HETTY MAIN, now an octogenarian living in Ayr, was born at Hill Cottage and later lived with 

her family at Eglinton Mains. Both these buildings are now demolished and all that remains to mark 

the position of Eglinton Mains is the ruined dovecote, now restored. This was brought from 

Kilwinning Abbey after the building was destroyed in the 16th Century and was rebuilt at Eglinton 

Mains to house doves and pigeons. (After the Reformation the 5th Earl was given a grant of all lands 

and titles and revenues which had belonged to the dissolved Abbey of Kilwinning). These birds 

provided a delicacy of which the 5th Earl was very fond. 

Hetty's father was responsible for the working horses and her mother looked after the pigs and 

poultry. The chicks hatched out in incubators and were transferred to rearers, which like the 

incubators, were heated by paraffin. Often there were not enough eggs to supply the needs of the 

castle and Hetty, her sister and brothers might be asked to go round the farms to collect some more. 

At Christmas time they had hundreds of turkeys. In a little house with a fire in it, the children would 

help to pluck the turkeys and would be standing up to the elbows in feathers. These were given to 

anyone who asked for them, and used to make feather beds. Once there was a white turkey, which 

her mother wished to keep because such a bird was then very rare, but a request for another came 

from the castle and Mrs Main had to give up her pet. 

When one of her brothers was old enough, he worked with the horses like his father. He was also 

interested in the games and entertainment provided on the estate. There was a recreation hall 

where games like billiards and bagatelle were played and where dances were held every two weeks. 

There were also concerts and lantern slide shows. The estate had a cricket team made up of 

gentlemen from the district. The Earl employed two professionals, one of whom lived in the house 

beyond the Dirrans called Dirrans Cott and the umpire was often Lord Eglinton himself. Sometimes 

he invited a cricket team from Oxford to be his guests and all the players would be entertained to 

tea in the racquet court. This building is one of a group of farm buildings still to be seen not far away 

from Wilson's food factory. The cricket pitch was near the racquet court and in front of the stables. 

Hetty's father had to cut the grass, and the horses pulling the mower wore leather shoes so that 

their hoofs would not damage the turf. 

The Eglinton Hunt met at the front of the castle before setting off in pursuit of the fox, and the 

children liked to see the men in their red (properly known as pink) coats, the ladies in tall hats riding 

side saddle, and the hounds with their tails upright in eager anticipation of the chase. There would 

be about a hundred people in the company. After they had had a dram and the horn was blown, 

they set off led by the Huntsman followed by the Earl and his friends.  

The Earl had 17 horses for hunting or racing and one of them, Flying Fox, won the Derby. They were 

beautiful animals and were well looked after. He always attended Ayr Races and all estate workers 

could obtain a disc which entitled them to free entrance to the race meeting. 

 

The late Mrs MARGARET AITKEN (maiden name Skeoch) spent her childhood and youth on the 

estate. Her daughter Mrs D Bannion, now residing in Wales, recalls some of her mother's 

recollections. Margaret's father had been a teacher but became a forester on the estate. After his 

death his widow became a laundry maid at the castle, hoping that eventually she could send her 

daughter to teacher-training college. 
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Although the tenants were not well off, they could live quite well without spending a lot of money. A 

well in the garden provided all their water. They cut logs using a two-handed saw and had coal from 

mines on the estate. They kept chickens and Mrs Aitken’s cat used to catch and bring home rabbits. 

One day when the cat brought home a very small rabbit she said, ‘That's far too small, can't you find 

a bigger one?' Off went the cat and did return with another larger rabbit. Frequently they received 

big boxes of dripping from the castle kitchen. In her leisure time in the evening, Margaret did 

beautiful embroidery by the light of the paraffin lamp. 

Margaret attended the Sunday School which the Countess and her sister-in-law held in the castle 

library, which was a large room about 40 feet long. The Eglinton Trophy was kept here. The design 

on the walls created the impression in the children's minds of a room with many doors. Perhaps the 

wood panelling and elaborate carving was responsible for this. 

Another room that is remembered is the garden room which displayed mementos of the chase - 

animals heads and skins. 

The castle was said to have 366 rooms. A former gardener says one was never opened because it 

was said to be haunted. 

Mrs BEGG of 137 Bank Street, Irvine was familiar with the estate in her youth. Her maiden name was 

Paterson. Her grandfather lived in a house near the stables. He was a joiner to trade and had 

obtained the post of grieve. He was like a master of works concerned with repairs and alterations to 

buildings. His son, Mrs Begg's father, succeeded him although he had trained as an architect. He 

lived with his family in Kidsneuk House, which was not on the estate, but on the other side of 

Kilwinning Road. Presumably, his salary compared favourably with that of his colleagues employed 

by firms of architects. Mrs Begg was a member of the Guide Company on the estate. 

 

In one of the lodges on Kilwinning Road (South Lodge) lived the McLUCKIE family. Mr McLuckie was a 

gamekeeper. The house had three bedrooms, a parlour and a kitchen. Lighting was by paraffin 

lamps. Cooking was done in iron pots which hung on a ‘swee’ over the fire. When the girdle was 

hung on the swee, scones and pancakes were made on it. When Alexander McLuckie, one of the 

sons, became fourteen he became an apprentice gardener on the estate under Mr Priest and 

worked there until 1928 when he left to go to Castle Wemyss. 

 

Another family involved in the gardening side of the work in the 1920's was the PRINGLE family, who 

lived in the garden bothy which had two rooms upstairs, two rooms downstairs, a bathroom, kitchen 

and kitchenette. They had a collie, a terrier and several cats. They continued their work after the 

castle was vacated and shops in Irvine and Troon sold their produce, which included peaches, grapes 

and tomatoes from the greenhouses as well as garden vegetables. The gardens extended to nine 

acres but by this time only four were in use, the other five being let to a farmer. With twenty 

shillings in £1 and twelve pence in a shilling the prices they fetched were as follows:- 

 Grapes to Mansons in Troon. 3s 6d per lb                                                                                              

 Peaches 1s 6d to 2s each                                                                                                                                                  

 Tomatoes 3d per lb 
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During the General Strike of 1926, unemployed people often came to the garden at night to steal 

fruit and vegetables. 

An undergardener's wage was between 30 shillings and E2 per week. The head gardener would not 

have as much as £5. However, workers living on the estate had a free house, coal, milk and garden 

vegetables. 

Since there were many pits in and around Eglinton and the coal provided a large amount of revenue, 

the following information about the coal and colliers would seem to be relevant. It comes from A. F. 

McJannet’s book on Irvine. 

Shipments of coal from Irvine to Ireland were made at least as early as the middle of the 18th 

Century, although the earliest mention of the working of the ’black stones' is said to be in a charter 

dated 1291. The coal trade in Ayrshire was however, of little consequence before 1800, and by the 

end of the 17th Century it amounted to little more than 28,000 tons a year. By the end of the 18th 

Century, great quantities of coal were being exported, and in 1845 the amount exceeded 278,000 

tons annually. 

In the 18th Century, it was inevitable that a man who worked in a colliery or a salt work became a 

slave of the proprietor, together with his wife and children who worked with him. It was the practice 

for the collier at the christening of his child to take ’arles' from his master and bind himself to send 

the little innocent into the mine when he or she came to working age (6 for a girl, 7 for a boy). This 

was encouraged by the coal owners to secure a supply of labour, and by the parents also, probably 

to pay for the extravagant christening feast then common. The master was bound to furnish the 

child with house, garden and tools when he came to need them. 

In 1755 the Justices of the Peace of the county of Ayr summoned the colliers of the Earl (11th) to 

work on the highways, but the Earl insisted that these persons were exempted since they were 

obliged by law, under certain penalties, to work at the collieries to which they belonged, for all six 

days of the week, except at Christmas. They were therefore not meant to be included in any acts of 

Parliament concerned with repairing the highways. In 1775 an act was passed to relieve colliers and 

salters of their 'state of slavery’, but full emancipation did not come till 1799. 

There were many pits in the area - at Ravenspark, Shewalton and Doura, where 12 to 15 men were 

employed, and at Fergushill and Montgreenan where 4 to 5 men did the work. 

By the end of the 19th Century however, many more men were employed. Some pits like the Mouse 

or In gaun e'e were small, but others like No. 28 could employ 100 men. Although none of them are 

operating today some were still being worked just before the middle of this century. 

 

One of those who has recollections of the pits and the men who worked in them is Miss AGNES 

ANDREW of Kilwinning. She and her brothers and sisters were brought up in the village of Fergushill, 

which in those days had a post office and a small general store. Many of the two room cottages were 

built in rows known as Miner's Rows but theirs was semi-detached. It was not uncommon for large 

families to live in two rooms and very respectably at that. Additional sleeping accommodation was 

provided by pulling from under the bed in each room, smaller beds called ‘hurlies’. 
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Mr Andrew had worked in a shipbuilding yard in Clydebank. When out of work the family had come 

to Ayrshire. He was not a miner but operated the machinery in one of the mechanised pits. It was 

called the "Ingaun e'e" because the men walked down a slope into it instead of going down a shaft in 

a cage. One day, unfortunately, a brake did not operate and he was killed by being crushed by a 

wagon which did not stop. 

Miss Andrew remembers enjoying the walks in and around the estate. She thought nothing of 

walking to Kilwinning or even Irvine as far as Harbour Street. In the neighbouring village of Benslie 

(mentioned in a document as early as 1205) two cottages had been joined together to form a 

Mission Hall where Sunday services were held. Young people from Irvine often walked there and 

back to participate in the service. The Fergushill bus which later provided transport from Kilwinning 

to Irvine Harbour via the country route, was then unknown. Irvinites knew it as the 'Shore Bus'. The 

service is still provided although the route through Irvine has changed. Agnes attended Fergushill 

School which is still standing although not now in use. 

The other village school nearer Irvine was Doura, now known as Annick Lodge and soon to be 

replaced by Annick Primary School in 1980.  

Miss Andrew remembers picnics and sports days and also the occasion when the Mother's Union 

had as their speaker the Countess of Eglinton who gave them advice on the care of their home and 

family. 

The houses at Dirrans in Kilwinning were first built to rehouse the families of Fergushill and Benslie 

in modern accommodation. 

Pits around Eglinton and Fergushill which provided work for these miners in the early years of this 

century were; 

MOUSE near Redboiler, MONCUR, LADY HA', REDBURN, LADY SOPHIA (in the area of Ayrshire 

Central Hospital), EGLINTON, BARTONHOLM, DOURA (this pit was closed but re-opened by another 

firm (Frame) which also carried on the Fireclay works nearby.) All these were leased to Baird’s. 

As well, there were ROVER F17, DIAMOND F22, HOLM (leased to Finnie, TWENTY EIGHT F28, 

SOURLIE F26, and FERGUSHILL No. 30.  

The Glasgow and South Western Railway, one of its branch lines, and the main Glasgow-London line 

crossed the area and several mineral railways connected the pits with these lines. From the Lady Ha' 

Pit a railway line took wagons to the main line and most of this coal went by rail to Ardrossan 

Harbour. The line from the pit crossed the main road between the sawmill and the Dirrans, hence 

the level crossing, no longer to be seen. Since the line passed within sight of the castle, a tunnel was 

built to hide it from view and to protect the foliage from the effects of smoke from the engine. The 

remains of this tunnel can still be seen in the part of the estate near the Dirrans. During the Second 

World War, it was used as an air raid shelter. 

 

Mr DAVID ANNAL, another octogenarian of Kilwinning, was brought up in the village of Fergushill 

and started work at the surface of No. 28 pit before he was 14 years of age and went down to the  
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coal face on his 14th birthday. He remembers an explosion taking place during the night because the 

man whose job it was to check for gas became careless and did not do so. One man was killed and 

another so severely burned that he died three days later in Kilmarnock Infirmary. David Annal ran to 

Holm Pit to phone for the doctor from Kilwinning (there was no telephone at No. 28), and by the 

time he returned to No. 28 the doctor was driving across the field behind him in his pony and trap. 

Caring for the injured man were Mrs Annal and the dead man's widow. Mrs Annal had realised that 

there must have been an accident when a horse and cart passed her door very early in the morning, 

presumably on the way to tell the men's families, and to take relatives back to the scene of the 

accident. 

In 1921 David's father had prepared for digging, a new seam 3ft 6ins wide (some were only 2ft wide) 

but the work was never carried out. The pits leased to Finnie were closed, not because there was no 

more coal but because the two old ladies who owned the company wished to have done with it, and 

no other firm wanted to take over. Baird carried on until the 1930’s and David Annal was employed 

for a time at Lady Ha'. It has been said that the Earl of Eglinton obtained a million pounds per year 

from coal revenues. This cannot have been the case because the Earl was not a millionaire. Had this 

been so, there would have been no need to vacate the castle and sell the estate. For the lease of a 

piece of land which might have included more than one pit, Baird paid a rent of £100-200 per year. 

For each ton of coal sold by the company the Earl was paid 6d, 7d or Sd (old pence) and for each ton 

of clay 3d, 4d, 5d or 6d. This excluded coal used in the iron works and coal for the miners' own use. 

The coal in No.2B pit is said to have been of very good quality and Finnie paid l shilling (l2d) for each 

ton. 

The pits were, on the whole, small and most of the work was done by hand. In no way could the 

amount of coal extracted have brought in an income of £1,000,000 per year. By far the greater part 

of the revenue came from the rents of tenants not only in the vicinity of Eglinton but on estates in 

other parts of the country. 

 

MRS REID, who now lives at the Old Manse of Fergushill, is the sister of the late Archie Montgomerie 

of Littlestane Farm. The Montgomerie family became tenants of the Eglinton Estate at Littlestane 

Farm in 1901. Tenants on the estate were well looked after. Repairs were expertly and swiftly done, 

suggestions for improvement were kindly received, and Lord Eglinton added a top storey to the farm 

at Mrs Reid's father's request. 

In the 1920's all tenants were given the opportunity to purchase at a fair price, and most did. The 

Montgomeries bought Littlestane Farm at a thirty-year purchase settlement. 

Although Mrs Reid was still a young girl at this time she was closely involved with the family, and her 

memories are considerable. She belonged to the Girl Guide Company based at the castle. Lady 

Margaret Dalrymple, sister of the Earl of Stair and of the Countess Susan, was captain. Her nieces, 

the Ladies Barbara, Janet and Betty were all in the company. They had long blond hair reaching to 

below the waist. When messages about Guide business had to be conveyed, one of them would ride 

round the houses to deliver them. 
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One of her happy memories is of Lady Eglinton putting her hands on her shoulders before a sports 

day and saying, 'I've got TWO lovely girls who are fast runners,' meaning one of her own girls and 

Mrs Reid.  

The company met in a shed or garage near the stable block. (There was now a chauffeur so there 

must have been at least one horseless carriage). However, for learning and fun the guides had the 

run of the castle and Mrs Reid remembers being in one of the young ladies' bedrooms. They were 

differentiated by their colour scheme - 'the purple’, ‘the pink' etc. 

Not surprisingly, nature study was a feature, the whole park being open to the company. What was 

permitted to the guides was, however, absolutely not for the general public. Mrs Reid was shocked 

by the very idea that the velvet-like lawns should be so desecrated. The castle and its surroundings 

maintained by 50 or 60 of a staff, outside and inside, was for the family only and those it chose to 

honour. 

How different are the conditions which prevail in 1980. No part of Eglinton Estate is owned by the 

Montgomerie family and it is to be regretted that so little of the castle now remains, but the park is 

there for everyone to enjoy. Mr Clement Wilson and later the Clement Wilson Foundation owned, 

restored and cared for Eglinton Park until 1978 when it was given over to Cunninghame District 

Council. Some of the surrounding land belongs to Irvine Development Corporation who hope to 

develop it in such a way as to extend the park and increase the recreational facilities of the area. We 

can best show our gratitude to the late Clement Wilson who loved Eglinton Park by enjoying its 

beauty and its peace and in our turn preserving it for others. 
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Update 

Archibald George Montgomerie 

18th Earl of Eglinton and Winton 

Archibald George Montgomerie was born on Aug 27 1939 to Archibald William Alexander 

Montgomerie 17th Earl of Eglinton and Winton and Ursula, daughter of the Hon Ronald Watson. 

The 17th Earl was educated at Eton College and Oxford. He was Vice Lt. of the County of Ayr, served 

in Normandy a few days after D-day, and was a member of the Royal Company of Archers, the 

Queen's Bodyguard in Scotland. Like his father the 16th Earl, he was Grand Master Mason of 

Scotland. The 17th Earl died in 1966 aged 52 and his Countess, Ursula, died in 1987. Ursula was held 

in high esteem for her leadership by the Red Cross, YWCA and other organisations. 

Archibald George Montgomerie 18th Earl of Eglinton and Winton was educated at Eton. He is an 

attorney and serves in the House of Lords. He is the Hereditary Sheriff of Renfrew. In 1964 he 

married Marion Carolina, only daughter of John Henry Dunn-Yarker of Switzerland. For many years 

they lived in Hampshire but in 1995 moved to Perthshire. They have four sons:- Hugh Archibald 

William (the next Lord Montgomerie), born 1966. He married Alexandra Redpath, 19 Dec 1991.  

As well, there is Hon. William John, born 1968, Hon. James David, born 1972, and Hon. Robert Seton, 

born 1975. 

Hugh Archibald William is the heir apparent, next in line to the title.  

The heir apparent's heir presumptive is his son, Hon. Rhuridh Seton Archibald Montgomerie, born 

2007.  

The heir apparent's heir presumptive's heir apparent is Hon. William John Montgomerie, born 1969. 
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ADDENDUM 

A transcription of hand-written notes by Ursula, Countess of Eglinton. 

------------------------------------------------ 

13th Earl died in 1861, when he was succeeded by his eldest son Archibald William who was serving 

in the Royal Navy. He was only 20 when his father died and engaged to marry Lady Sophia Adelaide 

Theodosia, daughter of the 2nd Earl of Yarborough. (This was the Yarborough who gave his name to a 

bridge hand that has no higher card than a nine) – He left the Navy reluctantly married and settled 

down at Eglinton. The young couple He not only took on the responsibility of the Eglinton Estates 

but and a wife but the care of his 2 younger brothers Seton aged 15 and George 13 as well as his two 

half-sisters aged 3 & 2 years old! In a years time the eldest of his 4 daughters was born. Quite an 

undertaking for a young couple. 

The household expenses of running an establishment such as Eglinton were enormous. The factor 

commuted the cost in 1863 when there was an average of 10 people upstairs & 40 servants. He 

calculated that allowing 6/- a head upstairs each day and 1/6 downstairs the house books should be 

nearly £4,000 less than they actually were. Even then the books would come to £8,000 p.a.! The 

chief robber was the cook & head chef, a Frenchman Brie (?) & the amount of stuff he had for a 

month was stupendous. No doubt he sold ¾ of it and was making a princely income. He had a special 

chef for roasting and no doubt hosts of other cooks & never did a hand’s turn himself. 

Lord Eglinton was very shy & retiring and did not like public life – When he was given the freedom of 

Irvine he insisted that the Provost & Town Officials came to Eglinton Castle to give it to him. His two 

great loves were hunting and yachting. He started the Eglinton Hunt and bore all the expenses, 

mounted the Hunt servants on good horses, bought the hounds and never took a subscription from 

the Hunt followers – Although he appeared little in public he was a first rate landlord and looked 

after his property well. In the farming depression of 1880 or thereabouts he remitted his tenants 

10% of their rents which must have cost him a lot as there were over 100 farms on the estate. When 

he died leaving no heir that part of the Estate which had been bought by the 9th Earl who left it to 

Heirs General went to his eldest daughter Sophia Gwendolen while his younger brother George 

succeeded to the title and the Eglinton property. 

(Oddly, some names don’t quite match the known family tree – AB) 

The 15th earl was born in 1848, and married Janet Cunningham of Craigends. Like his brother he was 

a devoted follower of hounds and took on the Mastership of the Eglinton Hunt. He was a very good 

athlete. He played tennis well and got through 3 rounds at Wimbledon. He became interested in 

cricket quite late in life and made a cricket ground at Eglinton and during the summer months 

employed one or 2 cricket professionals. 

He was a (holy terror?) for exercise and in his early days would think nothing of running, holding on 

to his wife’s (stirrup halter?) while she rode all the way to his farms in Ardrossan, shoot all day and 

run back carrying his bag. When well over 50 after a hard day’s (hiking?) he would go into the Park 

and walk round the policies. The round was about 5 miles – An easy day would be to walk round 

twice. He was a popular Lord Lieutenant of the County. His wife supported him and was (known?) 

for her war work with the Red Cross. 



72 

He died fairly young after never fully recovering from an appendicitis operation which was carried 

out at Eglinton Castle.   

Corrections to my first draft. 

It was the 11th Earl of E bought the property which was left to his general so on the death of the 14th 

Earl who had only 4 daughters, it went to his eldest daughter Sophie, while his brother George 

succeeded to the Eglinton portion of the Estate which was entailed on heirs male. 

15th Earl. He died when he was 71, not as I said “fairly young” – His funeral was a vast one and the 

whole county turned out to pay their last respects to him, rich and poor alike. A shopkeeper in 

Kilwinning a few days later overheard a man asking why such a fuss was made of a man just because 

he was Lord Eglinton – His answer was that the fuss was not for Lord E but for a man who had lived 

an honourable and upright life and had earned the respect of all.  

He was followed by his eldest son Archibald Seton who married firstly lady Beatrice Susan 

Dalrymple, daughter of the Earl of Stair – and secondly after divorce proceedings Marjorie Macintyre 

of Sorn Castle widow of Guy Vernon. He had 5 children by his first wife, 2 boys sons and 3 daughters, 

and a boy son and daughter by his second. Like his father and uncle he was Master of the Eglinton 

Foxhounds. He served in the Army before the 1st world war with the Life Guards and during the war 

with the Royal Scots Fusiliers and Ayrshire Yeomanry. He was Grand Master Mason of Scotland. It 

was during this time that the family left Eglinton Castle. The Death Duties in the estate after his 

father’s death were very large and he also had to provide trust funds for his first wife and  children. 

The roof was taken off in 1925. The ceilings in the main rooms in the Castle had been painted by 

Angelica Kauffman and as it was not known in those days how to save them they crumbled away 

over the years. 

(www.angelica-kauffman.com/en) 

Archibald William Alexander born 1914 – educated at Eton College & New College Oxford. He was 

the Vice-Lieutenant of the County of Ayrshire, served during the war with the Ayrshire yeomanry 

landing in Normandy a few days after D. Day, a member of the Royal Company of Archers, the 

Queen’s Bodyguard in Scotland, and like his father, Grand Master Mason of Scotland in which 

capacity he travelled widely overseas. He died in 1966 he married Ursula daughter of the Hon Ronald 

Bannatyne Watson and was succeeded by his son Archibald George. 

He lives in Hampshire and works in the City of London. His family consists of 4 sons – Hugh Archibald 

William had Montgomerie, William, James & Robert.  

(Again, some names don’t appear to agree with the known family tree – AB) 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 


